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Public
 

I'm outraged at just how many innocent children have been deceived in our public education 

system http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/teach-the-children-truth-teach-them-

well/515687638510200 I hope this effort will serve to help deprogram all of them and prevent any 

further brainwashing to continue on earth anywhere. It might seem as if I have chosen poorly to be so 

aggressive in my writing and what some might find critical; but my anger stems not from those who 

were so deceived by the theory of evolution, and atheism they thought it acceptable and even 

pleasurable to murder me by incompatible blood transfusion  and when that failed by suffocation; (and 

all the evil I have suffered intensely from because of such widespread corruption these worldviews have 

causedwww.blastthetrumpet.org); but from the fact that innocent little children are being brainwashed 

with that garbage in the first place; and that if somehow the Lord doesn't shine into their lives; they will 

remain in the miserable existence of the darkness of ignorance that leads to the everlasting flames of 

damnation. So my passion, whether it comes through by giving those so arrogant they disdain all who 

testify of the Creator, a taste of their own medicinehttp://biblehub.com/psalms/18-26.htm, or when I 

am so truly motivated toward the Salvation of all souls that I beseech everyone to seek to KNOW THE 

CREATOR here and now and forever, in such a way that it seems to be practically begging; it is all 

becausehttp://biblehub.com/1_corinthians/9-22.htm that I will do anything honorable, God allows, to 

try my best to persuade all souls to call upon the Resurrected Messiah, Yahoshuah, aka the LORD JESUS 

CHRIST, right now everywhere until they KNOW beyond all doubt He has answered them to their 

present and Everlasting Joy! 

The scientific, legal, factual ubiquitous evidence overwhelmingly supports the reality we exist in by 

observation in the following ways: (In this list I am not claiming it to be exhaustive; only partial and yet I 

still hope it is sufficient to persuade all souls to come into their right minds and true understanding of 

the Universe and the Power that Created It All) 

1) epistemology  (ɪˌpɪstɪˈmɒlədʒɪ) — n 

the theory of knowledge, esp the critical study of its validity, methods, and scope 

[C19: from Greek epistēmē  knowledge] 

A) The Law of Cause and Effect - http://www.icr.org/cause-effect/ By this one scientific principle we 

know with absolute certainty that something caused the Universe to come into existence. 

B) The Law of Non-contradiction - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Law_of_noncontradiction  - and by this 

scientific precept we also know the Universe did NOT cause itself to come into existence; for it would 

have had to existed before it actually did in order to bring about causal force upon itself. 

To paraphrase something MUST exist to act upon anything else. 
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"Aristotle on Non-contradiction 

First published Fri Feb 2, 2007; substantive revision Wed Jan 26, 2011 

According to Aristotle, first philosophy, or metaphysics, deals with ontology and first principles, of which 

the principle (or law) of non-contradiction is the firmest. Aristotle says thatwithout the principle of non-

contradiction we could not know anything that we do know. Presumably, we could not demarcate the 

subject matter of any of the special sciences, for example, biology or mathematics, and we would not be 

able to distinguish between what something is, for example a human being or a rabbit, and what it is 

like, for example pale or white. Aristotle's own distinction between essence and accident would be 

impossible to draw, and the inability to draw distinctions in general would make rational discussion 

impossible. According to Aristotle, the principle of non-contradiction is a principle of scientific inquiry, 

reasoning and communication that we cannot do without." -http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/aristotle-

noncontradiction/ 

Scientific FACT: The Universe did NOT Create Itself 

http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/acknowledging-the-eternal-creator-takes-no-

faith-it-is-scientific-fact/491948024217495  

?So what did bring the Universe into existence? 

  

2) 2nd Law of Thermodynamics (Entropy Aspect) 

http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/thermo/seclaw.html  "Since entropy gives information 

about the evolution of an isolated system with time, it is said to give us the direction of "time's arrow" . 

If snapshots of a system at two different times shows one state which is more disordered, then it could 

be implied that this state came later in time. For an isolated system, the natural course of events takes 

the system to a more disordered (higher entropy) state." The visible universe is slowing down, 

disintegrating, cooling off, reaching a state of equilibrium. 

  

3) Newton's Third Law 

http://www.physicsclassroom.com/class/newtlaws/u2l4a.cfm "For every action, there is an equal and 

opposite reaction." By the above scientific laws we know the universe was brought into existence by a 

Power equal to or greater than all the combined power in the universe. That Power must be invisible, 

must be eternal, and of such a magnitude to create all the visible and invisible contents of the universe. 

This is what the Holy Bible states about God, the Creator. http://biblehub.com/1_timothy/1-

17.htm "Now to the King eternal, immortal, invisible, the only God, be honor and glory for ever and 

ever. Amen." http://biblehub.com/john/1-3.htm "All things were made by him; and without him was not 

any thing made that was made." http://biblehub.com/colossians/1-16.htm "For by Him all things were 
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created, both in the heavens and on earth, visible and invisible, whether thrones or dominions or rulers 

or authorities-- all things have been created through Him and for Him." It even states what the sciences 

have observed with the advent of optics through microscopes that visible objects are made up of things 

that are not seen.http://biblehub.com/hebrews/11-3.htm - "By faith we understand that the universe 

was formed at God's command, so that what is seen was not made out of what was visible" instead the 

Creator through the Divinely Inspired Holy Bible tells us that it is Him, that invisible Power that brought 

everything into existence is also what is that invisible energy holding it 

together.http://biblehub.com/colossians/1-17.htm "He existed before anything else, and he holds all 

creation together." However, as aforementioned He tells us that all things visible are passing away (and 

is how we know for Him to be Eternal, He must be invisible).http://biblehub.com/2_corinthians/4-

18.htm "So we fix our eyes not on what is seen, but on what is unseen, since what is seen is temporary, 

but what is unseen is eternal." 

Science has confirmed these biblical statements as true in the aforementioned. 

  

4) archeology- and just plain visible discovery anyone who is able to travel to these locations can make 

  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3PSZNYdfawQ&list=PLBD9B9FDCB6D5F4AA 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MaXAgJ3sOvw&feature=youtu.be 

  

I provide controversial links; even links that some "Christians" might criticize for the sole purpose that by 

providing them; some claiming that there is absolutely no evidence for God the Creator (despite the 

existence of the Universe), and the accuracy of the biblical accounts, might see that in fact there is an 

abundance of evidence; however, controversial it may be. In addition, if any of it is factually proven 

fraudulent I want the world to know that my knowledge of our Creator is not based on physical artifacts, 

buried cities, ruins and remains of lost civilizations, monuments or anything that could be construed as 

only possessing knowledge about a concept or topic; but that my personal knowledge of our Creator; 

comes from personally knowing our Creator, communicating with our Creator, learning directly from our 

Creator and that the reason I am showing such physical evidence of the validity of the Divinely Inspired 

Scriptures is for the sole purpose that I want everyone else to personally know and learn directly from 

our Creator as well. I recognize that until the last of the liars are thrown into the Lake of Fire there will 

always be fools denying all the evidence presented herein; but I am attempting to enlighten those who 

through no fault of their own were indoctrinated with garbage in the name of science; with the hope 

that they will be so enraged when they realize it that they will never again allow such nonsense to be 

taught to innocent little children all over the world, but that people everywhere will have Joy in 

communing with our Creator forever.  Some of us, Christians included, are concerned about sharing 
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such things, artifacts and such, because they are afraid that if someone claims to be able to prove it false 

that it will somehow hurt the weak in faith; but my point is that once a soul is actually filled with the 

Holy Spirit of God Almighty; they will no longer believe; or no longer have an intellectual construct of 

our Creator; they will no longer rest upon an artifact here or there in all the world; but they will know 

with their entire being the One True God. If in that effort, we are unable to humble ourselves, to risk 

ridicule, mockery, the chance to be proven wrong concerning a single aspect of our efforts to lead souls 

to the Eternal God, the Eternal Truth; then, in my opinion, for personal pride we risk a soul suffering 

now and perhaps forevermore. I am therefore willing to present knowledge that is in fact controversial; 

including such persons as believe in ancient astronauts, extraterrestrials and the like; because how can I 

claim to love our Creator and truth, and sweep under the carpet such things as might challenge 

preconceived notions that we have already comfortably embraced when in fact that is exactly what I am 

adamantly against in that so many evolutionists and atheists I have met are so religious they refuse to 

even look at any evidence contrary to their chosen worldview that in my opinion is causing grave 

damage and peril to the planet and all life on it (And as I have stated has been directly responsible for 

my own severe suffering and apart from a miracle(s) from, God an early 

demise www.blastthetrumpet.org). That stated, having seen the risen Christ numerous times, and 

having had death experiences, I personally testify that I have experienced that the Holy Bible is Divinely 

Inspired and so much so that it is accurate about existence after "death" of our incarnate bodies; to such 

a degree that I ended up in a place I had never even heard of or read about and didn't even know what 

it was called until almost a decade after it happened to me. I read about the place I went to when I 

temporarily died as a young man (a then professing atheist) and was then resuscitated; only many years 

later; in the Holy Bible. As such, it doesn't matter what people talk about; what they show me; how 

many might talk of demons, devils, extra-terrestrials, UFOs, ancient astronauts, billions of years, etc. 

because I know beyond all doubt that whatever exists, wherever it exists, was all made by the One True 

God; the Creator of the Universe, our Creator, Lord, Maker, Redeemer, Provider, Healer and Savior who 

has the Pre-eminence in All Things; anything Honorable, Glorious, Virtuous, He Holds the Highest Titles 

of All; Ineffably Amazing and Astounding; whom I personally know and is so Truly Wonderful I want 

everyone else to know as well. 

  

A) Noah's Flood-  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lktmmd7YnD8  (this link has a map of the 

approximate region of "the mountains of Ararat"http://creationrevolution.com/2010/10/does-noahs-

ark-still-exist/ and is why Arch Bonnema ended up not in the traditional location lower down of a large 

sea going petrified vessel; but found one at over 13,000 feet! Amazingly, another find has apparently 

been discovered at similar elevation on Mt. Ararat! http://stevenmcollins.com/WordPress/?p=2185 ) 

1. I wish these finds were not so hidden from the eyes of the world but that honest scientific analyses 

would be done thoroughly on any and all candidates for Noah's Ark that perhaps one might shine forth 

above them all! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o6G2_2gSY3o Evolutionists ask us to believe 

animations and drawings as science because there is factually no observable evidence for macro-

evolution of one kind to another (plants becoming animals, animals becoming plants, fish becoming 

horses, trees becoming tadpoles and the like of which trash they brainwash children to believe until they 
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become completely insane enough to deny; (turn their eyes, ears, and all perceptive abilities including 

rational thought away from becoming aware of reality so they can go on living in their fantasy world of 

animations and drawings); what we can actually observe such as all the scientific evidence validating the 

accuracy of the Holy Bible); but when OBSERVABLE EVIDENCE IS PRESENTED TO THEM THEY HAVE THE 

AUDAUCITY TO CALL ALL WHO ACKNOWLEDGE THE CREATOR "religious" IN DEROGATORY FASHION AND 

WHILE STILL CLINGING TO A WORLDVIEW THAT HAS NO SUPPORTABLE EVIDENCE ANYWHERE IN THE 

UNIVERSE arrogantly CLAIM that they're "scientific".   A very large ancient sea going vessel is found on a 

mountain top in the location the Holy Bible states Noah's Ark came to rest, the boards the vessel was 

made of date commensurately with the account in the Holy Scriptures; there are still people who claim 

there is no scientific evidence. All who are making such claims are choosing to remain willfully ignorant. 

All who are interested in truth, continue to view all the overwhelming scientific evidence proving the 

historical accuracy of the scriptures. 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lktmmd7YnD8 - the dimensions of Noah's Ark have been 

scientifically tested.  

  

Multiple finds (I have not personally visited the sites but have examined enough media evidence of 

those who have and listened to their testimonies to be sure that something in fact of their claims 

actually exists in those locations; but let's say the real one was found; it would be just like the NWO 

agenda to disseminate false data of additional finds; such that people when looking for such evidence; 

finding none or something obviously not true would possibly conclude that all other evidence is not 

worth examining); as I was saying... Multiple finds of very large sea going craft in the region of the 

mountains of Ararat; might leave some pondering which is the real Noah's Ark and some claiming none 

of them, etc. Some might claim it could not have petrified; but we know pretrification can occur rapidly 

as these many examples 

prove. https://www.google.com/search?q=petrified+pickle&tbm=isch&tbo=u&source=univ&sa=X&ei=kt

MVUpSOAY2ujALIh4HQBA&ved=0CDsQsAQ&biw=1067&bih=702  Others might ask me why would I 

present more than one large sea going 

craft https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iCyOVGBnNp8&list=PLedgj2YVsQTy1QGYuPrgDb21GV6pXRSq

T found near the top of mountains of the Ararat region.  It is this very fact large sea going vessels, dating 

prior to modern oceanic crossings by Magellan, Ericson, Columbus, etc. and so much prior as to exist 

around the historic flood account that clearly counters all those claiming it is impossible or complete 

myth.  Perhaps one of the candidates for Noah's Ark will outshine all the rest if scientific analyses is 

allowed of them extensively. But the fact that these large vessels dating appropriately exist in the 

biblically described region at all is sufficient physical evidence to share with the world. I have 

encountered these brainwashed religious fanatics who; while denying such sea craft exist at all and 

especially at over 13,000 ft. near mountain tops just like the biblical account states; then claim the fossil 

record has transitional forms by pointing to illustrations, and fossil reconstructions already scientifically 

proven fraudulent, as the basis for their faith in the name of so called science. I am linking such finds not 
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with 100% certainty that Noah's Ark has been found; but just showing that it is not only possible; such 

craft dating appropriately exist in the geographical region the actual Ark Noah built is stated to have 

come to rest and that what we read in the Holy Bible has actual verifiable physical evidence; while what 

evolutionists and atheists believe does not and yet they constantly insult and make zealous efforts to 

discredit us even to the point of blatantly lying; arrogantly. It is as ridiculous to claim a living creature 

having four appendages, called legs, is transitionally related to one having four appendages called fins as 

to claim that because the sky, and water, and many sapphire stones are all blue (false premise 

intentionally given to prove just how far from the mark these people have fallen, citing false premises 

constantly themselves and most definitely then coming to their insane, completely irrational false 

conclusions; for which the only reason they actually believe such ludicrous notions is the fact they were 

shown the same animations over and over again in public education in proven brainwashing fashion 

until they believe something that is such obvious fiction is actually factual) they must have all evolved 

from a common blue ancestor like "O look something shiny!" perhaps that blue star up there 

somewhere "billions of years ago..." ("Once upon a time..."). There is a common SCIENTIFIC, 

OBSERVABLE factor in all the universe and that is: it was CREATED by the CREATOR who has declared 

Himself plainly in all creation and in the written compilation of Divinely Inspired Books called the Holy 

Bible. It has obviously happened to these religious adherents of evolution and atheism just as our 

Creator tells us, http://biblehub.com/romans/1-28.htm  "Furthermore, just as they did not think it 

worthwhile to retain the knowledge of God, so God gave them over to a depraved mind, so that they do 

what ought not to be done." 

andhttp://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Romans+1%3A22&version=KJV  "Professing 

themselves to be wise, they became fools," 

http://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/evolution-and-atheism-intertwined-religions-of-

the-insane/492209810857983 

  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-religion-of-evolution-versus-the-science-of-

creation/729829070429388 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QOx7yMDbt_Y 

  

2. After the Flood -http://www.creationism.org/books/CooperAfterFlood/CooperAFEndnotes.htm I 

hope to include the scientific category of genetics and the human genome later on which has proven 

what they call the human bottleneck of the fact all modern persons alive today have come from one 

mother and some of the "secular" (I find the term "secular" misleading perhaps I should refer to them as 

non-Christians; because I have yet to meet a person in all the world who could not be factually 

described as religious (there is no doubt the ardor of devotion of adherents to unsubstantiated atheism 

and the theory of evolution constantly show forth zeal that fits the description of religious worship 
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when attempting to defend their irrational worldview); it seems to be a characteristic our Creator has 

imbued us with; otherwise, if you claim to be irreligious you are telling the world you lack a worldview, a 

set of beliefs and convictions about anything; in other words, rather describing yourself as an 

unreasoning, wishy-washy, simpleton; so fickle and ignorant that you can hardly make a decision for 

yourself concerning anything; this is also one of the reasons I argue separation of church and state is as 

impossible as separating the Creator from Creation. It is easy to observe by ubiquitous evidence that 

everyone is subjective to a greater or lesser extent and in that observation therefore, one religion or 

another prevails according to the dictates of those in power and authority; it is why I point out that of all 

the world's religions; including atheism and evolution, that the time has come to acknowledge the One 

True God and the Truth of His Words, His Laws, and the Reality of His Creation; such that we may all live 

and be blessed; instead of suffer and die; being cursed) scientists state one and some state two fathers; 

just as the scriptures state.  It is reasonable to conclude that a POSSIBLE reason that there is a flood 

account, anthropologically speaking, worldwide is that the descendents of Noah told their children; who 

told their children; etc. who filled all the 

world.http://www.apologeticspress.org/apcontent.aspx?category=9&article=64,http://creation.com/m

any-flood-legends 

  

3. The Global Flood Layer - (Geology) - http://www.answersingenesis.org/get-

answers/features/worldwide-flood-

evidence, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KGeULHljDn8, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jwGg

SNDPhO0, 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5v7TQAEfAC4&list=PLv1rbD886yCbjUM3d1XVCEN9GTOclZNXD,htt

ps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gt8J38vtzHA,http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/sedimentary+r

ock, The same sedimentary layer found in North America has been found in Eurasia! I hope people 

understand that just the very existence of the sedimentary layers worldwide; is evidence that at some 

point in time the world was covered by water. Some might then argue that only regional floods 

happened at various times in the history of the world but to do so, once again, they must deny the 

evidence that the same geologic flood layer has been found all over the world indicating irrefutably a 

simultaneous global flood. I also hope people noticed that the professor of fluid dynamics was pointing 

out that these particular sedimentary flood layers we observe could not have been formed by a world 

covered with water deeply over a long period of time; but rather in order for such formations required 

rapid moving catastrophic deluge of large waves close to surface particulates; otherwise the waves at 

the surface would have little to no effect at the sediments deep down. Also note that worldwide they 

have found fossilized footprints of creatures running from rapidly rising 

water https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QOx7yMDbt_Yand even fossils where many creatures were 

obviously gasping in their final death throes.https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2iUpKepDuJc  In 

various locations; fossils are all found heaped together as if by rushing flood swept them at once to their 

deaths heaped against existing hillsides or mountain sides and yet so fast unable to prevent their 

drowning.http://www.s8int.com/boneyard5.html 
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4. The Springs of the Deep - http://biblehub.com/genesis/8-

2.htm,https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2FFnrW_SUdM, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WQ4U

E63tJNI, significant scientific advancements had to occur in order to confirm that "springs of the deep" 

even existed; as our Creator told us millenniums ago. (Oceanography, Photography, Computer Sciences, 

Marine Biology, 20th and 21st century submersibles, metallurgy, tempered glass, hydrodynamics, fields 

of engineering in designing the submersibles and equipment necessary and MANY more scientific 

advancements just to prove to mankind the evidence that fountains of the deep actually exist just like 

our Creator has told us all for millenniums. But you go on claiming your unsubstantiated worldview is 

scientific and those who acknowledge the Eternal Creator aren't; but all the rest of us know you are 

ignoring reality and the sciences in the process.) And for those who wonder where all the water went 

that we know flooded the world they are ignoring reality yet again of just how much water is present on 

the surface of the earth; how much is frozen in ice, how much is present in the atmosphere, and those 

huge deep oceanic ridges that those same modern scientific advancements have just shown 

us. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d0td79QuxpA, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NkAHEPXa

w4M, keep in mind that the very deep sea where these fountains of the deep have been found is some 

of the most hostile environment to mankind on the planet; we need all kinds of special equipment to 

even see it for a short duration; but God told us of these things in such a way that it has been recorded 

in writing for thousands of years (and handed down verbally even longer) for us all to plainly read. With 

75% of the surface of the earth presently covered by water of various depths and volume; and with 

mankind only knowing about 1 or 2 percent of what is in that portion of the earth (the oceans and the 

depths); perhaps; just perhaps, that where all that water is spewing forth from these fountains/vents 

means that somewhere down below them there is also perhaps even more 

water. http://www.livescience.com/1312-huge-ocean-discovered-earth.html  And since we still have not 

explored the very deepest chasms in the floor of oceans; perhaps just perhaps those chasms opened up 

just like sink holes all over the world and drained the water that once covered the world as shown by 

the sedimentary layers on every continent. I know to people who have been taught since they were very 

young that it takes extremely long lengths of time for mountains to form and for life to appear but once 

again they deny reality in thinking such 

things. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1q29FjphM1g, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k5yVgx

XXDZ0&list=PL0122A1D15ED58683, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=03wClN2mmUs, https://www.

youtube.com/watch?v=TkAG2avvRI4&list=PLeIzbbAejmLEcGg6lck1qfKrAUNBI-Z9z What if geologic sites 

like canyons were actually not just washouts from the flood; but what if they were huge earthquakes 

that caused gaps that significant or brought about the rapid and massive washout that removed all the 

sediment/delta that we don't find at the base of the Colorado River (as should be there if those who 

believe the canyon was carved over "millions of years" was the true explanation for its existence). Just 

like the people claiming such are obviously wrong; perhaps they are wrong also about the time it took to 

form mountains. What if catastrophic events caused the formation of mountain ranges, simultaneously 

with the chasms, earthquakes, that drained the flood? (In what some today call plate tectonics) I can still 

remember in grade school seeing a film where they showed us the evidence for plate tectonics and that 

Africa and South America were once connected. The clinching evidence they showed us in the film was a 

tree that was split in half; according to the film half of it was on the continent of South America while 

the other half was on the continent of Africa. I remember it clearly because the same film was claiming 
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that it took "millions of years" and as soon as they showed the split tree as proof the land masses were 

once joined, I immediately asked the teacher, "Are they saying that tree is millions of years old?" I wish I 

could find that film to find out if it was just complete fiction (like so much they taught us in public 

education) or if that tree actually did exist. My point is, anyone, anyone at all, that talks about "millions 

or billions or trillions of years ago", is immediately talking about imagination and fantasy; pure fiction. In 

fact, people who discuss prehistoric topics (beyond documented recorded history) are beginning to 

enter the fictional realm by definition.  When a person digs up anything; without a recorded explanation 

from a person that was there when the discovered item was buried; without such explanation being 

found with the item being dug up (as in the case of some time capsules), the excavator automatically 

engages their imagination in order to explain the find. So when people claim the big bang theory is 

scientific; please call them a liar. https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/how-to-know-

truth-in-a-world-of-lies/622590531153243  You and I know they were not there and they really do not 

have a clue therefore about "billions of years ago". I have shown you videos of reality, floods, 

earthquakes, sink holes, volcanoes, mountains, can all happen quite suddenly! And I have also shown 

that life soon recovers the ashen cover all over the ground from a volcanic eruption; that it only took a 

few decades; not "millions of years". So please stop calling your theories of evolution and origins 

"scientific". The only scientific evidence that actually exists proves Intelligent Design by the same 

Creator who Inspired the contents of the Holy Bible. 

The evidence for the factual global flood is overwhelming; and sadly, these days have the same kind of 

laughing scoffers that mocked Noah as He built the Ark. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A7bPCYizcFM 

https://www.google.com/search?q=pyramids+of+lost+civilizations+under+water+worldwide&rlz=1C1GI

GM_enUS535US535&oq=pyramids+of+lost+civilizations+under+water+worldwide&aqs=chrome..69i57.1

4071j0j8&sourceid=chrome&espv=210&es_sm=93&ie=UTF-8 

https://www.google.com/search?q=underwater+civilizations+antarctic&rlz=1C1GIGM_enUS535US535&

oq=underwater+civilizations+antarctic&aqs=chrome..69i57.15518j0j8&sourceid=chrome&espv=210&es

_sm=93&ie=UTF-8 

https://www.google.com/search?q=ancient+advanced+technology+found+underwater&rlz=1C1GIGM_e

nUS535US535&oq=ancient+advanced+technology+found+underwater&aqs=chrome..69i57&sourceid=c

hrome&espv=210&es_sm=93&ie=UTF-8 

Underwater civilizations have been found off the coasts of all the continents on earth. The evidence of 

the global flood is so overwhelming that only those lacking knowledge of these facts still believe 

otherwise.  To this day, people still mock and say things like "Where did all the water come from?" or 

"Where did all the water go?"   http://www.newscientist.com/article/dn25723-massive-ocean-

discovered-towards-earths-

core.html?utm_source=NSNS&utm_medium=SOC&utm_campaign=hoot&cmpid=SOC%7CNSNS%7C201

3-GLOBAL-hoot#.U56XL_ldU9Q;   as anyone can read,  http://biblehub.com/genesis/7-11.htm  The Bible 

had it covered for millenniums and once again, science is finally catching up. 
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People laugh and scoff at the idea about dinosaurs living with mankind (even though there is ample 

factual evidence showing it). 

 https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=man+dinosaurs+coexist&sm=3  And so they think 

how did Noah get dinos on the Ark.  I have often thought; with all the "corruption" spoken of regarding 

those days; of nephilim, rephaim, human/animal hybrids, who's to say part of that "corruption" didn't 

include "abominations" in the form of genetic alterations of God's Designs?  (In other words, who says 

that one of the reasons the flood came upon the earth was to eliminate the dinosaurs that just perhaps 

the nephalim and rephain were creating through corrupting all 

flesh.https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S8kIRj_hyyA&list=PLDD19870F568B7818  In other words, 

who's to say they were supposed to be on Noah's Ark at all; but not destined to be destroyed with the 

nephilim, rephaim, and hybrid abominations; all the "corruption" on earth. 

 http://biblehub.com/genesis/6-12.htm 

  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-flood/916644115081215 

  

B) The Ashen Remains of Sodom and Gomorrah- 

  

1. http://www.pinkoski.com/sodom-a-gomorrah.html - the cities in the Bible that were destroyed by fire 

and brimstone have been found and the visible remains can be seen by travelers to this 

day. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oG3QsisQrkc&list=PL86F56C259B75C886 

  

http://www.arkdiscovery.com/sodom_&_gomorrah.htm 

  

2. http://www.biblearchaeology.org/post/2008/04/the-discovery-of-the-sin-cities-of-sodom-and-

gomorrah.aspx#Article 

God, Our Creator tells us why He has given us this example of His Power and Righteousness in the Book 

of Jude in the Holy Bible: 

 "7 Even as Sodom and Gomorrha, and the cities about them in like manner, giving themselves over to 

fornication, and going after strange flesh, are set forth for an example, suffering the vengeance of 

eternal fire. 

8 Likewise also these filthy dreamers defile the flesh, despise dominion, and speak evil of dignities. 
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9 Yet Michael the archangel, when contending with the devil he disputed about the body of Moses, 

durst not bring against him a railing accusation, but said, The Lord rebuke thee. 

10 But these speak evil of those things which they know not: but what they know naturally, as brute 

beasts, in those things they corrupt themselves. 

11 Woe unto them! for they have gone in the way of Cain, and ran greedily after the error of Balaam for 

reward, and perished in the gainsaying of Core." 

these ashen remains serve as a warning to all the modern wicked persons who are taking every 

opportunity to blaspheme, denigrate, our Creator, His Instructions for Life in the Holy Bible, and His 

Messengers, Followers, in all the world. We warn you all to repent swiftly; if you do not want to 

experience consequences great and small for your wickedness; if you do not want to be on the receiving 

end of Divine Wrath and similar annihilation as what was done to these wicked persons; the remains of 

which still testify to this day of the need for us all to call upon our Creator for mercy and to change us 

into beings that thirst and hunger after righteousness instead of wickedness! 

"Satanil, the LORD Rebuke you!" 

  

C) The Exodus Account-   

  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-ten-commandments-part-

1/733691096709852  and 

  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-ten-commandments-part-

2/733693013376327  and   

  

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-ten-commandments-part-3/733693450042950 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w5_-rR-mw7Y 

  

1. The Holy Bible records Divine deliverance for the Israelites from the Egyptians and describes 

geophysical specific details that have been confirmed and documented in history even with erected 

monuments still visible for anyone to see as this video points out. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-

mB5Aw14e4M this video shows the evidence in step by step fashion proving the biblical account as 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-ten-commandments-part-1/733691096709852
https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-ten-commandments-part-1/733691096709852
https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-ten-commandments-part-2/733693013376327
https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-ten-commandments-part-2/733693013376327
https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-ten-commandments-part-3/733693450042950
https://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3Dw5_-rR-mw7Y&h=aAQGF294Q&s=1
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http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3D-mB5Aw14e4M&h=3AQHyO45e&s=1


accurate. If anyone watches this video and still claims that it is not Mt. Sinai confirming the biblical 

record as factual history; there is no doubt they are in a state of psychological denial and willful 

ignorance.http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XU25s2xrxfc in addition they found chariot 

wheelshttp://www.100goodmen.com.au/other/redseacrossing/img20.html and even a wheel claimed 

to belong to the Pharaoh's chariot at the bottom of the crossing location in the Red 

Sea.http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tD7hL3kKrRw and the pillars of Solomon still mark the crossing 

site. http://www.100goodmen.com.au/other/redseacrossing/img25.htmlhttp://www.100goodmen.com

.au/other/redseacrossing/img14.html 

http://www.100goodmen.com.au/other/redseacrossing/img9.html 

http://www.facebook.com/1mill.creationist/posts/704395716258271:0 

  

D. Goliath's skull - http://iamisatthedoors.wordpress.com/2012/06/20/2011-goliaths-skull-found-in-

holy-land/ Even if we're so inundated with information and misinformation these days that we 

immediately are tempted to disregard anything we perceive based on assumptions made about the 

source of the data; especially if such information/misinformation is in anyway contrary to our present 

chosen worldview; atheists and evolutionists have been denying the existence of giants altogether; 

claiming that as absolute reason to deny the biblical accounts; including the fight between David and 

Goliath. That is why they (evolutionists) have to claim that none of these are real and why NWO money 

interests try and cover up such discoveries and keep them from public knowledge by not covering them 

in major media or using major media to discredit such finds if they become publicly known 

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E1RD49XG12Y&list=PLB4AA57115499DE65) So, let's say one takes 

the position that this image of a giant skull with an embedded stone in it is a complete fabrication of 

digital technology or even 3d modeling. I have been using software and graphics software for many 

years and computers since they were monochrome monitors with "basic" programming as the language 

of the day, I watched them when they were still using punch cards for operations and huge tape reels 

for memory and data storage; as such, I would personally acknowledge that if that image is only digitally 

created, whoever did it, did an amazing job! It would be one of the best imaginary digital creations I 

have ever seen; better than most Hollywood productions! Likewise, if it's only a 3d model; whoever 

constructed it would easily be on par with such professionals in Hollywood who are deemed some of the 

best in the world. So just like those who argue the ancient ship found at over 13,000 ft isn't Noah's Ark, 

and the ashen remains of Sodom and Gomorrah with brimstone still in the ruins are just some kind of 

elaborate hoax, and the burnt Mountain in Saudi Arabia isn't the real Mt. Sinai despite all the 

surrounding detailed evidence and its own unique properties unlike any other in the entire world, they 

also would here be left with a giant skull with a stone in it; while claiming consistently that even though 

all these artifacts, locations, city remnants etc. were found exactly where the accounts in the Holy Bible 

state they would be; that it is all still only myth and legend. The rest of us know that in order to hold 

such a position any longer you are in a state of psychological denial; and in refusing to acknowledge your 

own perceptive abilities choosing to remain in a state of irrational insanity; a land of make believe, a 

snow globe world of fantasy; irrespective of the reality in which we all actually exist. Let us take a 
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moment and say okay, suppose, just suppose, that even though we have original codices dating over 

centuries and even millenniums,  manuscripts of the Holy Bible; that has preserved details all these 

unbelievers were systematically brainwashed into believing were complete myths; and yet even though 

the actual physical remains of these so called myths have been found and are available for people to 

visit and see for themselves; (provided the satanic NWO hasn't somehow covered up or destroyed the 

evidence); if they can afford to do so; despite that even though every detail leading up to the discovery 

of Mt. Sinaihttp://www.arkdiscovery.com/mt__sinai_found.htm, like the bitter springs, the palms and 

the twelve springs, the chariot wheels at the bottom of the Red Sea at the crossing site marked by the 

Pillars of Solomon; the split 

rockhttp://www.paradisecafediscussions.net/showthread.php?tid=7750 where God provided by the 

faith of Moses; who struck that stone with his staff; water in the desert of such abundance that 

significant erosion is there for all to see the scientific proof clearly visible to this day; but let's just agree 

to ignore all that detailed information provided in the Holy Bible and visible in reality so you can go on in 

your comfortable state of insane denial of overwhelming observable evidence; thinking there is no God 

and that the Holy Bible is only stories and myths rather than historical fact.  And under those false 

assumptions and premises, you tell me and the whole world; if you can, just how all these things came 

about that just happen to coincidentally match the scriptural accounts in detail. You tell me just why you 

disbelieve objective physical evidence; reality, in favor of illustrations, animations and fantasies 

(supporting your imaginary scientific evidence for your so called scientific theory; that has been proven 

to be pure fiction; by actual science and observable facts about anything real, time and again; known as 

the theory of evolution); yes, please tell us why you choose to believe fallible people who dream-like 

talk about billions of years ago as if they were there over clearly observable facts. You have the right to 

choose to ignore the real scientific evidence that supports the biblical account throughout and that 

science is actually still catching up with in understanding the Divinely Inspired and Revealed Knowledge 

therein and to go on living in your self-deluded fantasy world of evolution and atheism; for which there 

is no scientific support of any kind and never will be; as the sciences have already disproved the theory 

you were brainwashed to believe in by government controlled public education and propaganda; funded 

by the satanic NWO. You have the absolute right to firmly hold onto your religions of atheism and 

evolution; but understand that all sane, rational minds the world over will never acknowledge that 

your beliefs in such foolish, irrational and insane notions are in any way scientific. (but satanil is just 

another being they brainwashed you so thoroughly into denying his existence that you deny the 

observable reality in which we exist in order to remain in such a state of willful, deceived and self-

deluded ignorance). Since satanil means adversary of God, by stating such a being does not exist is once 

again ignoring the obvious that unfortunately it is easy to encounter people that claim to hate God, 

especially the God of the Holy Bible, and so much so they ignore reality and the use of their own senses 

to adamantly deny He even exists. The progenies of our NWO public education have been taught; 

despite easily observable facts about reality, that neither God, our Creator, or satanil exist; in that way 

those who know better can control you, manipulate you, as in self-pride, everyone then thinks no one 

else can tell them what behavior is right or wrong, but that everyone can do whatever they want; 

(regardless of who or what is hurt or even killed in the process). The NWO satanists that brainwashed 

you into believing that complete load of crap know it results in bloodshed and chaos (that is the result of 

everyone thinking no one else (not even the actual God and Creator of the Universe) has the right to tell 

http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.arkdiscovery.com%2Fmt__sinai_found.htm&h=jAQHFEJQB&s=1
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them what to do and that they alone are their own moral judge of right and wrong behavior).  It is one 

of the most destructive worldviews ever to manifest on planet earth and has resulted in an increase of 

racism, wars, infanticide by the tens of millions worldwide as abortion is the number one killer of 

innocent babes now; more slaughtered in recent history under the religions of atheism and evolutionary 

thought than in all the ages past! Many aptly link the insanity of these religions to communism, 

marxism, that have resulted in the deaths and oppression of mass millions, and such other philosophies 

and worldviews devaluing human life, creating slavery and even leading to euthanization and the NWO 

global practices of genocide https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UHNck5UnP_Y currently underway in 

all their poisoning of our 

food https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g4Op1_LFys8,https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KNCGkprG

W_o, water https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dbj4zdYZnJc, 

air https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gR6KVYJ73AU, 

medicationshttps://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=medications+with+lethal+side+effects&o

q=medications+with+lethal+side+effects&gs_l=youtube.3...108294.116052.0.116372.36.36.0.0.0.0.121.

3412.26j10.36.0...0.0...1ac.1.11.youtube.ZIPEPelb6oU and destruction of the environment greedily to 

such an extent mass extinctions are underway around the 

world https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XM1g9lQJkWU. As a personal victim/survivor of what I have 

found has been going on worldwide of local hospital homicides http://chriskresser.com/medical-care-is-

the-3rd-leading-cause-of-death-in-the-us; in which millions of innocent citizens have been murdered 

and hacked up for their organs http://www.infowars.com/horror-as-patient-wakes-up-in-ny-hospital-

with-doctors-trying-to-harvest-her-organs-for-transplant-profits/(yes, right here in the USA, Great 

Britain and European block countries; not just China, and other Asian 

nations,http://www.blastthetrumpet.org, I am earnestly motivated to see these destructive worldviews 

of atheism and evolutionary thought come to a permanent end! So if I sound upset, enraged, throwing 

their arrogant sarcasm back in their faces; you better believe it; because as I see it; their worldview of 

atheism and evolutionary thought is by far the greatest danger to the survival of humanity and all life on 

the planet the world has ever witnessed! Dr. James Kennedy and many others in 

agreement. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_sBcLiy4N8U&list=PLC5FDA68518EABE1E And since it 

is the NWO satanic agenda and openly espoused 

belief https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=nwo+depopulation+agenda&oq=NWO+depopul

ation&gs_l=youtube.1.3.0l4j0i5.35654.211271.0.215091.17.17.0.0.0.0.127.1602.15j2.17.0...0.0...1ac.1.1

1.youtube.AH9WDL3lHCQ and practice (again poisons in food, water, air, medication, environment 

causing deaths to millions prematurely as ubiquitous evidence; there is no way any can claim the people 

in charge don't know what they are doing when they scientifically study how to manufacture these 

things and purposely add poisons to feedhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mKj6fWEWaMI of not 

only what we end up eating but directly into processed foods and beverages; not to mention toxic 

GMOs; so it is obvious the so called rulers of the world are openly practicing genocide upon the 

populace; as they openly have stated is their intent and belief to depopulate the 

planethttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9wMMJkk6feY,  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kVeA0

7d2F_I, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IPBotpbZ1v8,https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S48Qq-

6WaNE, 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UHNck5UnP_Y,  https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query
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=agenda+21&oq=agenda&gs_l=youtube.1.0.0l10.2760.3745.0.6980.6.5.0.1.1.0.119.516.2j3.5.0...0.0...1a

c.1.11.youtube.UZz0uX7dpYY (why not counter carbon dioxide with planting trees, hunger by fruit and 

nut trees, etc. in suburbs and city blocks, instead of killing people? )) to murder citizens in genocidal 

fashions, to reduce the global population and rid the world of all they consider inferior (like everyone 

they are brainwashing with the crap of evolution and the insanity called atheism, 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xg2SsVGbJkA(it's not just arrogant or prideful persons in the 

Jewish faith but in any and all faiths all over the world the wealthy have been murdering poor people in 

hospitals for their organswww.blastthetrumpet.org), the satanic NWO consists of persons all over the 

world who consider themselves superior to everyone else (just like the pride of lucifer/satanil in them 

moves them to be http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Isaiah%2014&version=NIV; while 

they ignore the fact we all piss, shit and bleed the same and especially ignore these verses: 16Those 

who see you stare at you,     they ponder your fate: “Is this the man who shook the earth     and made 

kingdoms tremble, 17 the man who made the world a wilderness,     who overthrew its cities     and 

would not let his captives go home?” 

that aptly point out that even though these wealthy oppressors think of themselves like gods and 

goddesses superior to everyone else; that they look upon like cattle, sheep to be slaughtered; that they 

are in fact just human beings like all the rest they so disdain), they are usually ultra wealthy (by that I 

mean those who own the mints; that print the money; that they force all the rest of us to work/slave for 

on seemingly lower and lower slave wages day by day until we drop dead from their depopulation 

methods (I am NOT opposed to honest work, proper education (instead of brainwashing; teaching 

children the value of stewarding the earth and life on the planet by giving children a small garden patch 

each year for each of them to plant and lovingly care for; speaking over their gardens in faith and having 

the joy of eating the harvest thankfully; by having them visit elders as part of their education and glean 

the wisdom and knowledge of the previous generation into huge databases that would exponentially 

increase innovations, inventions and quality of life on the planet I cover other solutions for what I think 

should be done; as opposed to what the satanic NWO is doing to destroy children and life on the planet 

here:http://www.godempowersyou.com/documentation/Ideas.pdf,http://www.facebook.com/notes/m

ichael-swenson/solutions/516489485096682 etc; I am opposed to treating anyone like a slave and when 

they clearly have the means; instead pay wages so low people have to work multiple jobs just to pay the 

same ultra wealthy for their greedy hold on commodities and energy) they are the same persons who 

are so ambitious for power they systematically murder anyone that threatens their idolatry of self 

worship in prideful arrogance, and is why even the Messiah, Yahoshuah, aka Jesus Christ, was murdered 

by their efforts and influence on the general populace and those who they pay as mercenaries to 

enforce their will), you are only openly showing them and their brainwashing to be successful by 

ignoring physical evidence proving the Divinely Inspired scriptures; that lead you and all mankind to the 

One True God http://biblehub.com/1_john/5-20.htm , our Creator; Salvation and to be free of the 

genocidal maniacs of the NWO now and forever!  Because they know this, they practice dissemination 

of misinformation (lies) to keep you from knowing the One True God and thereby dethroning their 

stranglehold on the people of this world once and for all! 
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There are not just hundreds of accounts, not just thousands but tens of thousands of accounts of 

giants!  Artifacts, Giant Skeletons, heiroglyphs, newspaper articles, burial mounds, etc. HISTORY is 

being hidden by those who are BRAINWASHING children with evolution, instead of showing the 

support of the Biblical Creation Account!  https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-

serpent-seed-nephilim-rephaim-bestials-hybrids/570496899695940  and 

 https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-modern-evolutionary-paradigm-is-not-

science-it-isnt-even-good-science-fictio/747467775332184 

  

E. The Shroud of Turin - I have encountered people on and offline that actually argue that none of the 

biblical figures, places, etc. ever even existed; so much so they claim to sincerely believe that the Holy 

Bible is a compilation of nothing more than fairy tales. When pointing out that people have been using 

those so called fairy tales to find long buried cities and artifacts; they of course have to completely 

ignore the evidence to remain in their self-deluded willful ignorance. For two millenniums people 

acknowledge the modern age and the Lordship of Yahoshuah the Messiah every time they wrote the 

date A.D.;http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anno_Domini. In the year of our Lord; only with the modern 

advent of satanic brainwashing in our public education have fools arisen who deny such obvious 

acknowledgement of truth. I, for one, will continue to use A.D. when referring to present dates; for His 

Reign is Forever! http://biblehub.com/luke/1-33.htm,http://biblehub.com/isaiah/9-

7.htm, http://www.biblestudytools.com/parallel-bible/passage.aspx?q=daniel+2:39-49&t=rsv&t2=niv . 

But to keep their chosen worldview they work as hard as possible not only to deny the overwhelming 

evidence themselves but to encourage everyone else including children in public education to do the 

same. Evidence likehttp://www.shroud.com/ 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TVVNh-mhsKY 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i2Ggxvgcx88 - this made me weep with intense emotion, it is 

about as close as any rendition I have ever seen on earth to the ONE I have seen face to face! 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t9dYZLPh8yc 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5MMOAV-xYFs 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ta6rWlAjNi0 
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this 5 part update is worthwhile viewing! 

  

P1 -

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wF4v7BLAvzM&list=PLZOgj8FRsea4zKmzXssT4Bmbm12HlofPe 

  

P2 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wOsKjqvNlpY 

  

P3- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TVVNh-mhsKY 

  

P4 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jK2VxSFKzCc 

  

P5 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QLEfmAUupwg 

  

F. The Titelus - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Titulus_Crucis - I am well aware of people who readily 

dismiss relics by thinking modern dating methods are inerrant but to them I point out that in fact 

modern methods have been shown repeatedly to have large variations of error in their practice, such as 

errors caused by bio-plastic 

coatinghttp://www.historian.net/shroud.htm; http://www.angelfire.com/mi/dinosaurs/carbondating.ht

ml. Not to mention human error in general; so do I believe a relic that was on display in the middle ages 

could have accumulated dust, debris, and biological agents that could skew modern dating methods?; 

absolutely. 

  

G. The Top 10 Relics - http://listverse.com/2012/10/17/top-10-relics-of-jesus-christ/ While I place no 

faith in relics; but in the Creator only; to deny the relics even exist is ludicrous. It is one thing to assume 

a skeptical position regarding authenticity; but quite another to ignore the reality of their existence. 

Even more preposterous to deny Christ; when a person of such magnitude as the Messiah and the 

resulting spread of the Gospelhttp://www.svherald.com/content/lifestyle/2012/12/24/343929 (small 

nations have been given Holy Bibles that never even had a written language!) 

worldwidehttp://www.baptisttranslators.com/content/view/53/53/ (we still need to keep up the good 

work; if you are going to donate to any cause; making the Holy Bible available to all souls is one of the 
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best! By declaring the Gospel to the whole world as our Lord instructed, eventually the prophecy that I 

am looking forward to more than any other; regarding the souls on planet earth; will be fulfilled: 

"No longer will they teach their neighbor, or say to one another, 'Know the LORD,' because they will all 

know me, from the least of them to the greatest," declares the LORD. "For I will forgive their wickedness 

and will remember their sins no more."http://biblehub.com/jeremiah/31-34.htm (I am fervently hoping 

that the fulfilment of this does not come about by unrepentant wicked souls continuing to provoke the 

Creator until they are all annihilated (as in the days of Noah) leaving only a few wise souls left that all 

know and worship the One True God; but that I am hoping the fulfillment is rather great Mercy from our 

Creator as He enlightens billions upon billions of us worldwide by pouring out the Spirit of True 

Repentance and the Holy Ghost upon us all; so that we KNOW and experience the Spirit of our Creator 

with all that we are visibily and spiritually; such that every cell of our being rejoices in the presence of 

our God and we all become transformed glorious beings! The biblehub.com is one of my favorite 

websites because it has the verses in many versions of the bible so you can see even better the 

intent/meaning. http://www.biblegateway.com/versions/ you can find the Holy Bible online these days 

in virtually every major language of the world, however there are still an estimated 2,000-3,000 smaller 

tribes, and peoples, that still don't have bibles in their own language; please pray our Creator moves 

powerfully upon all the rest of us who know Him to make sure that everyone soon has a chance to hold 

the Word of God in their own hands; in their own language; all over the world and that if they can't read 

that they have a solar powered bible (like a small digital calculator that they can carry with them in their 

pockets or purse at all times; not as expensive as a complex smart phone; but rather, at a minimum, just 

the text to keep expense down and lasting function up; and on up to more expensive digital, hand-carry, 

solar powered bibles; that include full multi-media presentations and interactive links with information 

on the Internet in larger databases or servers than the hand-held unit could contain); with a narrator 

that reads the Word of God to them whenever they want; just by pushing a button! I have envisioned 

such a device that has button arrows that scroll left and right through the books and chapters of the 

Bible that show on a small screen like modern cell phones; such that people can look at the words as the 

narrator speaks them and perhaps even see pictures or video clips of parables, etc. That way, these 

digital bibles could actually help people learn to read and write as well! I am aware of course that the 

Bible is on media that can be played by existing devices http://www.audiotreasure.com/indexKJV.htm  

but as far as I know to date no dedicated solar powered, hand-held, text display with audio 

accompaniment, units exist like I would like to see flood the whole world by the billions.  I hope 

Christians everywhere will fund such a project such that so many could be manufactured that costs 

could be kept very low; like the 1-2$ solar calculators these days; but perhaps might cost more like $5 

because of the digital content and audio/visual screen with waterproofing technology. But if enough 

were made (hundreds of millions to billions) the cost for each one would go down substantially. Since 

the software already exists (as you can see the links showing the Bible online in many languages and 

software that reads text aloud - translators like http://imtranslator.net/translate-and-

speak/ or http://paralink.com/ which work very well especially since they are free. As you can see the 

software exists, solar powered calculators exist; so a solar powered bible in every language that reads to 

people is possible to make with today's technology and I wish was already everywhere all over the 

world.) is presently observable with more historic and current documentation than any other event in 

http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fbiblehub.com%2Fjeremiah%2F31-34.htm&h=cAQHFXEOL&s=1
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historyhttp://www.goodreads.com/book/show/1129533.Evidence_That_Demands_a_Verdict (all the 

volumes http://www.amazon.com/Evidence-Demands-Questions-Challenging-

Christians/dp/0785242198 point out such extraordinary aspects regarding the Holy Bible; setting it apart 

from all other books; that it is an apologetic series that all should become familiar with and peruse at 

length); to deny the life, death and resurrection of Yahoshuah the Messiah, aka Jesus the Christ, even 

happened is the height of programming, deception and insanity. http://beginningandend.com/jesus-

exist-historical-evidence-jesus-

christ/,http://www.angelfire.com/sc3/myredeemer/Evidencep7.html more manuscripts, more 

documentation acknowledging the life, death and resurrection of the Living Lord Yahoshuah the 

Messiah, aka Jesus the Christ; exist BY FAR over any other person, place, or thing in antiquity; in all 

literature; in the entire world. 

  

H. Joseph/Imhotep controversy -

 https://www.google.com/search?q=joseph+imhotep&tbm=isch&tbo=u&source=univ&sa=X&ei=TvwWU

tDLD-

eIiwK864GIDQ&ved=0CEIQsAQ&biw=1067&bih=702http://www.arkdiscovery.com/joseph.htm  Once 

again, while taking no side to the argument; I point out that critics who claim the Holy Bible is nothing 

but unsubstantiated fables; must acknowledge (or remain in their chosen state of psychological denial of 

reality and evidence presented them) that one of those so called fables tells about such details that 

coincidentally resembles the account of the non-biblical history relating to 

"Imhotep"http://www.s8int.com/joseph.html, http://josephandisraelinegypt.wordpress.com/page/2/. 

  

I. Walls of Jericho - http://christiananswers.net/q-abr/abr-a011.html Once again I mention these things 

because I have encountered people who like to pose themselves as educated and intelligent (instead of 

the truth that most anyone who has attended US public education over the past few decades have been 

victimized by brainwashing to a greater or lesser extent); who actually sincerely believe 

Jerichohttp://www.answersingenesis.org/articles/cm/v21/n2/the-walls-of-jericho, Kind David, Solomon, 

etc. biblical figures, places and things never even existed! And I am pointing out that people actually use 

the Holy Bible historically and to this day to find such 

citieshttp://www.biblearchaeology.org/post/2008/06/the-walls-of-jericho.aspx#Article, relics and 

artifacts, exactly where the Bible states they are located! (In other words; you have to choose to remain 

a fool and in denial of your senses to believe such things as these modern atheists so snidely hold in 

derision; such as, ridiculously claiming that the Holy Bible is nothing more than a book of fables and that 

none of the biblical characters and sites ever actually existed.) Anyone with eyeballs can see such places 

exist to this 

day! https://www.google.com/search?q=jericho+and+its+walls+were+found+exactly+as+the+bible+desc

ription&tbm=isch&tbo=u&source=univ&sa=X&ei=-

QEXUqj8BqOMigLV24HoCw&ved=0CCwQsAQ&biw=1067&bih=702 
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continued https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/no-more-brainwashing-no-more-lies-

science-proves-who-god-is-part-2/518696871542610 
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1. Only in recent years has science discovered that everything we see is composed of invisible atoms. 
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UNDERWATER CITY DISCOVERED 

This time off the coast of India. 

A major discovery of submerged ruins was made in April of 2002 offshore of Mahabalipuram in Tamil 

Nadu, South India. The discovery, at depths of 5 to 7 meters (15 to 21 feet) was made by a joint team 

from the Dorset based Scientific Exploration Society (SES) and marine archaeologists from India's 

National Institute of Oceanography (NIO). Investigations at each of the locations revealed stone 

masonry, remains of walls, square rock cut remains, scattered square and rectangular stone blocks and a 

big platform with steps leading to it. All these lay amidst the locally occurring geological formations of 

rocks. 

Based on what at first sight appears to be a lion figure at location four, the ruins were inferred to be part 

of a temple complex. The Pallava dynasty, which ruled the region during the 7th century AD, was known 

to have constructed many such rock-cut, structural temples in Mahabalipuram and Kanchipuram. 

Underwater investigations were carried out at 5 locations in the 5 – 8 m water depths, 500 to 700 m off 

Shore temple. 

Investigations at each location have shown presence of the construction of stone masonry, remains of 

walls, a big square rock cut remains, scattered square and rectangular stone blocks, big platform leading 

the steps to it amidst of the geological formations of the rocks that occur locally. 

Most of the structures are badly damaged and scattered in a vast area, having biological growth of 

barnacles, mussels and other organisms. 

The construction pattern and area, about 100m X 50m, appears to be same at each location. The actual 

area covered by ruins may extend well beyond the explored locations. 

The possible date of the ruins may be 1500-1200 years. Pallava dynasty, ruling the area during the 

period, has constructed many such rock cut and structural temples in Mahabalipuram and Kanchipuram. 

The last claim is questioned by underwater archeologist Graham Hancock, who says a scientist have told 

him it could be 6,000 years old. 

Durham University geologist Glenn Milne told him in an e-mail: “I had a chat with some of my colleagues 

here in the dept. of geological sciences and it is probably reasonable to assume that there has been very 

little vertical tectonic motion in this region [i.e. the coastal region around Mahabalipuram] during the 

past five thousand years or so. Therefore, the dominant process driving sea-level change will have been 

due to the melting of ice sheets  

**more accurately, sea levels rising after Noah's flood**. 

Looking at predictions from a computer model of this process suggests that the area where the 

structures exist would have been submerged around six thousand years ago. Of course, there is some 



uncertainty in the model predictions and so there is a flexibility of roughly plus or minus one thousand 

years is this date.” 

**6,000 years minus one thousand years lines up quite nicely with Noah's flood approximately 4,500 

years ago, also taking into account some time for global processes to change the face of the Earth sea 

levels changing etc.** 

If that were true, it would be a spectacular development. Previous archaeological opinion recognizes no 

culture in India 6,000 years ago capable of building anything much. 

*Once again demonstrating man's high intelligence that has been overlooked by mainstream science. 

Notice the words "capable of".* 

Hancock says this discovery proves scientists should be more open-minded. “I have argued for many 

years that the world’s flood myths 

* Noah's flood isn't a myth but all cultures passed down stories from the actual event* 

deserve to be taken seriously, a view that most Western academics reject. “But here in Mahabalipuram, 

we have proved the myths right and the academics wrong.” 

*The Bible is always proving secular scientists wrong* 
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EVOLUTION COUD NOT DO THIS 

The ichneumon wasp (Thalessa) looks so delicate that the slightest wind ought to blow it over. Yet it 

lands on a hard tree trunk, and begins thumping with something that looks as delicate and frail as the 

leg of a daddy longlegs. But that antennae, thinner than a human hair, happens to be a high-power 

extension drill. The drill is about 4½ inches [11.43 cm] long, so long that it curves up and down as the 

small insect thumps on the hardwood with it. After thumping for a time, the tiny creature somehow 

knows it has found the right place to start work. Drilling begins. This little wasp uses that delicate feeler 

to cut its way down through several inches of solid, hard oak wood! This is totally unexplainable. 

Scientists have tried to solve the puzzle, but without success. The second miracle is what the wasp is 

drilling for; the larvae of a special beetle. How can it possibly know where to start its drill, so as to go 

straight down (it always drills straight down)—and reach a beetle larvae? Scientists cannot figure this 

out either. Somehow the initial thumping told the tiny insect that a grub was several inches down, and 

that it was the kind of larvae it was looking for. The ichneumon wasp lays its eggs on just one larvae, 

that of the Tremex. When those eggs hatch, they will have food to grow on. Then, before they grow too 

large, tiny ichneumon wasps come out through that original hole 
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February 17, 2014 ·  

King David's Tomb - Jerusalem. The interesting thing is that this tomb is directly below the upper room 

where Jesus ate the Last Supper and where the disciples were filled with the Holy Spirit on Pentecost. 
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The Making of a "Local Flood" 

This image of a local flood has been used by Answers in Genesis speakers for years to show what Noah's 

Flood was not. Here are the steps I took to make this fictional picture of a local flood. 

Read more about the idea of a local flood here: 

http://www.answersingenesis.org/artic…/…/defense-local-flood 

Please share! 
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UNDER SEA SETTLEMENT FOUND IN SWEDEN 

Divers have found  

a harpoon, tools, and horns and the bones of ancient cattle..The bones belonged to the animal auroch 

last seen in the early 1600s.. 

Archaeologists believe these relics date back to the "Stone Age"..(Biblcally there was no stone age) 

It is said to be the oldest settlement in the area - dubbed Sweden’s 'Atlantis' 

It has been suggested the settlement may have been swallowed whole by the sea..which would make 

sense in the Biblical point of view. Whether from Noah's flood or post flood rising sea levels. Many sites 

have been found around the world such as this one, deep under the sea. 
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FOLDED ROCK..PROOF OF A BIBLICAL FLOOD 

This folded rock is in the Museum of Natural History in New York. There is no other way rock can fold 

unless it was wet when it formed. It took dirt and water to do this.Tons of water plus dirt equals..a huge 

flood. It's no suprise that all around the world we find folded rock. Even on the highest mountain 

tops..evidence of a global flood is everywhere. 
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FOSSILS DISPROVE OLD EARTH THEORIES 

Christian geologists have disproven the idea that fossils are laid down slowly over millions of years as 

believed by secularists and believers in evolution, but are instead attributed to one single event. Noah's 

flood. 

The discovery of an 80-foot long fossilized baleen whale in a diatomite deposit at the Miguelito Mine in 

Lompoc, California, indicates rapid deposition, as documented in a paper by Dr. Andrew Snelling. If this 

diatomite was deposited gradually, as claimed by uniformitarian-biased old-earth geologists, the 

diatomite would not be pure, as it is. (Similarly, the extraordinary purity of some limestone deposits 

should be sufficient to falsify claims of million-year depositions.) And most significantly for this creature, 

a slow deposition rate would result in corrosion and scavenging of the whale's bones, because the rib 

cage, for example, would have been awaiting burial for eons. Rather, this whale was buried rapidly in 

diatomite along with fish, sea lions, birds, and other whales. 
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FISH THAT DIED IN THE ACT OF SWALLOWING.. 

We find this phenomenon on a global scale. From the global flood! 
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Why I Won’t Go See Noah On March 28th. 

The new movie Noah will be hitting the screens this Friday, March 28th. I thought you could use a few 

facts to help you determine if you should go… 
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ONE IS MAN-MADE.. 

The other isn't. One is a window and the other a DNA double helix. Can random evolution produce this? 

No! Intelligence was needed to make both of these things! 
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A world-famous chemist tells the truth: there’s no scientist alive today who understands... 
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Michael Swenson http://thearrowsoftruth.com/ooparts-smithsonian-we-have.../ there is no doubt 

"dinosaurs", "dragons", not only co-existed with mankind; THEY STILL DO! granted many species have 

gone extinct; but certainly not all. If there were no crocodiles or alligators today; scientists would have 

given such creatures dinosaur names and if they hadn't been clearly documented as being present in 

modern history make the claim they went extinct millions of years ago. I have researched all dating 

methods known to mankind and have yet to be convinced that any of them are valid; especially with 

those that claim to date "millions of years" or longer. There is no scientific proof to date that anyone on 

earth can pick up a rock off the ground or dig one up and accurately determine its age (especially when 

discussing spans of time such as millions or billions of years). likewise; virtually all dates beyond say 

thousands of years (like 10000 years) without corroborating empirical evidence HAVE NOT BEEN 

SCIENTIFICALLY PROVEN regardless of who makes claims otherwise. written history came on the scene 

with current finds of thousands of years; not millions of years. NO ONE ON EARTH CAN ACCURATELY 

DATE (prove such claims) beyond written history (for the most part; they might be able to go slightly 

beyond) but all such dating of millions and billions of years; are pure conjecture. I CHALLENGE ANYONE 

TO SUBMIT ABSOLUTE PROOF THAT THEY CAN DATE ANYTHING AT ALL ACCURATELY DETERMINE 

ANYTHING IN THE UNIVERSE TO "millions of years" or more. I have read all the dating methods I could 

find in the international database of mankind on the Internet; all the astrophysics claims, the geologists 

claims, etc. and NOT ONE of the so called dating methods is convincingly accurate much beyond 

recorded history. dendrochronology is one of the more accurate dating methods but again that is only 

because it spans time within recorded history and not beyond it. all other dating methods have been 

proven time and again as wildly inaccurate. What I am saying is petrification can occur in a matter of 

days! solidification of sediments likewise, metamorphosis likewise, etc. that's a scientific 
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fact!https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chrome-

instant... andhttps://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chrome-instant... as such all these claims of 

millions or billions of years are as far as I can tell by years of research; purely fictional. 
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The World’s a Graveyard 

If the Genesis Flood, as described in Genesis 7 and 8 really occurred, what evidence would we expect to 

find? 
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 Jeremiah Breeden  to Human evolution is a FAIRY TALE STORY! p 

March 23, 2015 ·  

Another proof of God. 

Tell me God rejecters, if those were a bunch of ignorant desert goat herders, how could they know the 

toxic implications between clean and unclean meats that your beloved science proves to be correct... 

Yet much later? 

Lucky guess? 
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I don't think I have to say anything do I 
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Barb Bedford our pastor is doing a presentation this weekend on the flood, is it scientifically possible, 

it's going to be so awesomely interesting, i'll give you the link afterwards, i'm pretty sure they'll put it on 

youtube 
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// Snakes Had Legs - GODSAIDMANSAID.COM 

In Genesis 3:1-6, Satan takes on the form of the serpent and convinces Eve that God is a liar. In an act of 

unbelief and disobedience, she eats… 
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Geologic Evidences for the Genesis Flood 

This is a series of articles explaining the evidences from geology for the Genesis Flood. 
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Michael Swenson What needs to be said, is that the greatest minds in the history of the world have 

both acknowledged the contents of the Holy Bible and the GOD of the Holy 

Biblehttps://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/fathers-of-the-sciences-and-great-scientific-

minds-in-their-own-words/567609163318047 As such, with the advent of 

masshttps://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/brainwashing/643617432383886 ANYONE or 

ANY GROUP challenging the history of the Holy Bible or the many Divine Aspects of the Holy 

Bible https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-ineffably-awesome-holy-

bible/621311364614493 and https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/prophecies-show-

divine-inspiration-of-the-holy-bible/520171808061783; are in error and I will say plainly they are in error 

before the whole world; BECAUSE if you had researched my notes, you would see OVERWHELMING 

proof of the veracity of the Creation Account! (In other words, naysayers need to properly be dismissed 

as ignoramuses who really have NOT done their research or they would be in SUPPORT of the contents 

of the Holy Bible; like the greatest persons in the history of the world all have!) - whether or not anyone 

calls them "scholars".https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/how-to-know-truth-in-a-

world-of-lies/622590531153243 and https://www.facebook.com/.../evidence-

of.../568134419932188 It's a cryin' shame; ANYONE would TRY SO HARD, NOT to KNOW and LEARN 

from GOD personally! https://www.facebook.com/.../god-made.../737032859709009 

 

Michael Swenson 

December 4, 2013 ·  

Fathers of the Sciences and Great Scientific Minds; In Their Own Words 

 “He who thinks half-heartedly will not believe in God; but he who really thinks has to believe in God.” 

 -  Isaac Newton 
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Michael Swenson https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EUQEMqF5dL8 - The Gospel of YAHOSHUAH is 

not just written in the HOLY BIBLE, it is written in the stars! (this is worth watching all 2 hours of it!) 

 

 

 

Mazzaroth the story of Yeshua. 

For years I struggled with being a "Christian" using generalised titles as my Gods name etc. I struggled 

with… 
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Michael Swenson The Gospel of YAHOSHUAH is told in the stars muslims, so muslims and other 

unbelievers can stop pretending to be so ignorant and come to your senses. (attacking the Bible cannot 

do away with the Message of WHO the ONE TRUE GOD 

is!)https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EUQEMqF5dL8 the SIGN 

(http://biblehub.com/isaiah/7-14.htm - The Sign of Immanuel 

…13Then he said, "Listen now, O house of David! Is it too slight a thing for you to try the patience of 

men, that you will try the patience of my God as well? 14"Therefore the Lord Himself will give you a 

sign: Behold, a virgin will be with child and bear a son, and she will call His name Immanuel. 

 

of GOD Incarnating was TIMED BY HIM; according to and coinciding with the SIGNS He made for 

mankind: (http://biblehub.com/genesis/1-14.htm - The Fourth Day: Sun, Moon, Stars 

14Then God said, "Let there be lights in the expanse of the heavens to separate the day from the night, 

and let them be for signs and for seasons and for days and years; 15and let them be for lights in the 

expanse of the heavens to give light on the earth"; and it was so.…) 

 

Such that when YAHOSHUAH Incarnated (Immanuel - The Birth of Jesus 

…22Now all this took place to fulfill what was spoken by the Lord through the prophet: 23"BEHOLD, THE 

VIRGIN SHALL BE WITH CHILD AND SHALL BEAR A SON, AND THEY SHALL CALL HIS NAME IMMANUEL," 

which translated means, "GOD WITH US."http://biblehub.com/matthew/1-23.htm) 

 

people all over the world would KNOW this is GOD in the flesh!https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ff-

Gp194XUU and https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BJ6szvfApNM and https://www.youtube.com/watc

h?v=CtJ8Jjma5cM 

 

No one but GOD ALMIGHTY could predict His entire Incarnation in detail 

(http://www.accordingtothescriptures.org/.../353prophecies... andhttps://www.facebook.com/notes/m

ichael-swenson/prophecies-show-divine-inspiration-of-the-holy-bible/520171808061783) And have the 

STARS TELL the Gospel, AND not just tell the Gospel but coincide DIRECTLY with the Divine Incarnation, 

Crucifixion and Resurrection. (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ff-

Gp194XUU and https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BJ6szvfApNM and https://www.youtube.com/watc

h?v=CtJ8Jjma5cM) Watch those three presentations and stop saying you have never seen evidence of 

the Divine or Supernatural. Supernatural events are documented by the 

millions! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LYBnJF2P_WQ 
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Michael Swenson macro-evolutionists YOUR BELIEF IS RELIGIOUS! There is NOTHING scientific, NO 

empirical evidence to support evolution NOTHING! FACE IT! If evolution were true INTERMEDIARY 

SPECIES between the dogs (mammals) and whales would STILL BE ALIVE, likewise between APE-LIKE and 

HUMANS! and all the OTHER IMAGINATIONS horse-like and giraffes! but we have billions of each of the 

supposed results of evolution, and we still have species that SUPPOSEDLY are like their common 

ancestors with NOTHING in between them. The fossil record shows diversity of species many of which 

have become extinct; but the BILLIONS of intermediaries are NO WHERE TO BE FOUND! Contrary to 

evolution, the Biblical Account DOES HAVE OBSERVABLE EVIDENCE, DOES HAVE SCIENTIFIC SUPPORT 

THROUGHOUT! Creation is the REALITY in which we exist (hands down! no contest whatsoever between 

Biblical Creation and imaginary evolution!) - evolutionists instead of throwing up ad hominems and their 

usual nonsense need to consider the FACTS cited in these two 

presentations https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gjvuwne0RrE andhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=lktmmd7YnD8 You see, Creationists DO NOT DISMISS THE RECORDED HISTORY of mankind that tells 

us PLAINLY about Creation and is FACTUALLY supported by what we observe, but evolutionists SWEEP 

history aside COMPLETELY and assign their own fairy tales to what we 

observe.https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-modern-evolutionary-paradigm-is-

not-science-it-isnt-even-good-science-fictio/747467775332184 

 

PART OF THAT MOST SIGNIFICANT HISTORY BEING IGNORED IS HOW THE CREATION ACCOUNT IS TOLD 

IN THE STARS AND EVEN HOW AND WHEN OUR CREATOR WOULD COME AND SAVE 

MANKIND! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EUQEMqF5dL8 
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https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/god-part-

1/719346771477618 andhttps://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/god-part-

2/830858016993159 

 

GET THIS CLEAR; VERY, VERY CLEAR; LET IT SINK IN! SCIENCE OVERWHEMINGLY SUPPORTS THE BIBLICAL 

ACCOUNT; SCIENCE DOES NOT SUPPORT the entire evolutionary paradigm currently being forced upon 

innocent children in coerced public indoctrination and reinforced through deceptive media 

programming on television; from cosmic evolution on through to biological macro evolution! LET ME 

REPHRASE THIS; SCIENCE SUPPORTS, CONFIRMS, PROVES AS VALID THE BIBLICAL ACCOUNT (IS WHAT 

WE ACTUALLY OBSERVE); SHOWING BEYOND ALL REASONABLE DOUBT, THAT IT IS MOST DEFINITELY 

THE CREATIONISTS THAT ARE THE ONES WHO BASE THEIR FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS AND WORLDVIEW 

ON REASON AND SCIENCE; NOT ANY of those who cling to and espouse evil-u-shun! 
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Michael 

Swensonhttps://www.facebook.com/icr.org/photos/a.10150268208564451.345328.43552419450/1015

3322957199451/?type=1&theater 
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Michael Swenson http://www.answering-islam.org/Debates/Deedat_McDowell.html 

Was Christ Crucified? - The Debate between Ahmed Deedat and Josh McDowell 

Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen. On the subject of crucifixion, the Muslim is told in no uncertain 

terms, in the Holy Qur'an, the last and final revelation of God, that they didn't kill Him, nor did they 

crucify Him. But it was made to appear to them so. And those who dispute therein, are full of… 
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Michael Swenson https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JD2V5NyV6oQ 
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Michael 

Swenson https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=994519737233307&set=gm.889524111107573&

type=1&theater 
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Michael Swenson HOW can anyone SEE the stars TELL of YAHOSHUAH and TIMED EXACTLY to events on 

earth and STILL deny Him! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EUQEMqF5dL8 No one but GOD 

ALMIGHTY could predict His entire Incarnation in detail 

(http://www.accordingtothescriptures.org/.../353prophecies... andhttps://www.facebook.com/notes/m

ichael-swenson/prophecies-show-divine-inspiration-of-the-holy-bible/520171808061783) And have the 

STARS TELL the Gospel, AND not just tell the Gospel but coincide DIRECTLY with the Divine Incarnation, 

Crucifixion and Resurrection. (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ff-

Gp194XUU and https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BJ6szvfApNM and https://www.youtube.com/watc

h?v=CtJ8Jjma5cM) Watch those three presentations and stop saying you have never seen evidence of 

the Divine or Supernatural. Supernatural events are documented by the 

millions! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LYBnJF2P_WQ Why not become a personal eyewitness of 
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the Messiah today, call on YAHOSHUAH and tell Him if He is the ONE TRUE MESSIAH to forgive you your 

sins and unbelief and to reveal Himself to you, so that you can KNOW Him! Then you will join the billions 

of us worldwide who already do!http://biblehub.com/.../michae.../god-part-

2/830858016993159muslims WHY WHY WHY are you staking your soul on the wicked and perverse, 

raping, murdering muhammad?! 

WHY?! https://www.facebook.com/.../islam.../747974835281478EVERYONE PLEASE WATCH THOSE 

PRESENTATIONS on the Mazzaroth! Even as we do not see EVERYTHING LIGHT is, we SEE what LIGHT 

illuminates, we see the sun and the stars. GOD is the LIGHT of ALL 

CREATION http://biblehub.com/john/8-12.htm, we cannot see that LIGHT that permeates the universe 

and beyond; but we DO see the SON, the Bight Morning Star, YAHOSHUAH who exists as ONE with that 

LIGHT and shines so clearly and brightlyhttp://biblehub.com/revelation/22-16.htm that we can behold 

Him throughout Eternity!!!!!!!!https://www.facebook.com/.../god-made.../737032859709009 

 

 

 

Mazzaroth the story of Yeshua. 

For years I struggled with being a "Christian" using generalised titles as my Gods name etc. I struggled 

with… 
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Michael Swenson http://www.disclose.tv/.../what_these.../118175... - every time they find soft tissue 

samples of dragons/dinosaurs in recent history, their cognitive dissonance prevents them from 

acknowledging the clear evidence of such and CLAIM instead it is next to miraculously preserved 

specimens from millions to hundreds of millions of years ago. In addition, the more we study ancient so 

called civilizations the more we find evidence of WHY GOD sent the flood. We see nephilim, rephaim, 

and wicked, violent, demonic activities, a world filled with violence, human sacrifices, cannabalism, 

vampirism, and other atrocities and abominations! MANKIND IS HEADED EVEN NOW IN THAT SAME 
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DIRECTION, IF PEOPLE ALL OVER THE WORLD FAIL TO REPENT AND CALL UPON YAHOSHUAH THE ONE 

TRUE GOD!!!!!!!! 
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Michael 

Swenson https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10155481850760234&set=pcb.10155481850820

234&type=1&theater 
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Michael Swenson https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-space-time-

continuum/833112730101021 quantum mechanics and quantum field 

theoryhttp://www.icr.org/article/higgs-boson-big-bang/ appear to me to be nothing more than putting 

new words and terms to old ideas. (kind of like calling "dragons", "dinosaurs" in order to suppress actual 

history.) GOD has told us for millenniums that what is VISIBLE is presented by what is 

NOT! http://biblehub.com/2_corinthians/4-18.htm BY HIM!http://biblehub.com/colossians/1-17.htm by 

His Creative Power, Spoken Word (vibrations , frequencies, waves) to bring forth from His Invisible 

Eternal Self, Visible Creation.http://biblehub.com/1_timothy/1-

17.htm and https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=John+1 and https://www.facebook.com/.

../the-religion.../729829070429388 andhttps://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-

swenson/understanding-the-holy-bible-part-1/611082142304082 when the atom was first discovered it 

was considered the "smallest building block of matter" but when protons, neutrons and electrons came 

along, we started to see the rabbitholes of modern physics go on virtually endlessly. To the point where 

quarks have been discovered and smaller particles still. At some point scientists are trying to define 

when and how is energy transformed into mass, (HOW DOES GOD MAKE the INVISIBLE, VISIBLE) I 

encourage them to go on in their search; but what I object to is calling any of these discoveries "natural" 
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when in fact they are both supernatural in origin and essence. I object to those who call these 

mechanisms "explained" simply because they apply DIVINE attributes to anything observed; especially 

particles so small it takes imagination to even begin to conceive of them, "discover" them, and define 

them according to their own presuppositions that discovering tiny vibrations, waves, and particles 

explains Creation apart from our Creator; when it absolutely does NOT. NO MATTER HOW MANY 

SMALLER AND SMALLER PARTICLES MAY YET BE FOUND, BOTH ENERGY AND MASS ULTIMATELY EXISTS 

BY DIVINE PROVIDENCE; OUR ETERNAL CREATOR YAHOSHUAH, commonly referred to in English as our 

LORD and SAVIOR, JESUS the CHRIST. One thing far too many "scientists" seem unwilling to admit, and 

that is observable reality TAKES DIVINE INTELLIGENCE NOT ONLY TO CREATE IT BUT TO SUSTAIN AND 

PRESENT IT MOMENT BY MOMENT! Max Planck comprehended it correctly; why are others trying so 

hard to present themselves as obtuse to the OBVIOUS. “All matter originates and exists only by virtue of 

a force which brings the particle of an atom to vibration and holds this most minute solar system of the 

atom together.  

We must assume behind this force the Existence of a Conscious and Intelligent Mind. This Mind is the 

matrix of all matter.”  

― Max Planck http://www.goodreads.com/author/quotes/107032.Max_Planck 
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Michael Swenson muslims and other unbelievers are always saying they would become a Christian if 

anyone can show them where Jesus was worshiped or claimed to be GOD; I have yet to see a muslim 

actually keep their word. places where Jesus is worshipedhttp://www.gotquestions.org/Jesus-

worshipped.html and places where Jesus claims to be GOD:http://www.gotquestions.org/is-Jesus-

God.html and HE plainly stated that if men, women and children didn't worship Him EVEN THE ROCKS 

WOULD! The Triumphal Entry 

37As soon as He was approaching, near the descent of the Mount of Olives, the whole crowd of the 
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disciples began to praise God joyfully with a loud voice for all the miracles which they had seen, 

38shouting: "BLESSED IS THE KING WHO COMES IN THE NAME OF THE LORD; Peace in heaven and glory 

in the highest!" 39Some of the Pharisees in the crowd said to Him, "Teacher, rebuke Your disciples." 

40But Jesus answered, "I tell you, if these become silent, the stones will cry out!" face it muslims you 

have been deceived by a very wicked and perverse false prophet who has led you astray from 

recognizing the ONE TRUE GOD!!!!!!!!https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/god-part-

1/719346771477618 
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The amount of archaeological evidence surrounding the life of Jeremiah is astronomical. That's not to 
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the Bible to be a book of history 
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Luke Lefebvre added 35 new photos. 

October 10, 2015 ·  

Do you enjoy Bible archaeology? Here's a collection of bible archaeology the confirms the stories in the 

Bible are true. Archaeologist will tell you that no civilization can exist without leaving behind a trace that 

it was actually here. 

October 11, 2015 at 10:32am · Like · 1 · Remove Preview 
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Michael Swenson 

October 28, 2015 ·  

The Flood 

https://www.google.com/search… - animals would have naturally been running from flood waters. The 

Biblical Account has the flood rising for forty days and nights until the Ark began to float and then 

continued to rise thereafter. 

A Supernatural event with over a century of warning (with often animals sensing such danger long 

before people); while people mocked and laughed; all the while claiming it would never happen. Many 

today are also laughing and mocking though Divine Warnings are plain for all to see globally; not just in 

black and white print in the Holy Bible. 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/observable-divine-judgments/732720553473573 

Even most evolutionists will acknowledge that the presence of sedimentation and marine fossils 

worldwide on every continent and even on the highest mountains means that all land, the crust of the 

earth was at one time UNDER WATER. 

evolutionists however claim that this occurred regionally at different times and epochs; while Biblical 

Creationists, while not denying regional events did and do occur, claim that the universal flood upon the 

ungodly is historic fact. Creationists worldwide today have been subjected to the same evolutionary 

coerced indoctrination during all their years of public education SO WE HAVE ALL HEARD THE 

evolutionary claims, THEIR side of the story FOR DECADES. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QbN... 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gjv... 

IT IS THEREFORE EXTREMELY OFFENSIVE (because evolutionists are constantly presuming we don't 

already KNOW the crap they believe in and CALL IT CRAP BECAUSE IT IS SUCH; so they mock and laugh at 

creationists in arrogant presumption that we simply don't understand THEIR stories; when we have 

HEARD THEM DURING THE COURSE OF OUR ENTIRE LIVES; enough to make us nauseous from listening 

to all the many thoroughly indoctrinated regurgitate them without critical thought)... as I was saying it is 

therefore extremely offensive that the successfully brainwashed WON'T take a little of their time to 

CONSIDER and LEARN about WHY many Biblical creationists REJECT such evolutionary stories 

altogether!!!!!!!! 

(it is EXACTLY as mass brainwashing experts predicted - https://youtu.be/kJKJM36lMTE?t=1089 ("...facts 

mean nothing to them...") 

THERE ARE SO MANY REASONS THE HISTORICITY OF THE HOLY BIBLE CAN BE TRUSTED AS VERIFIED 
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THAT IT IS OVERWHELMING AND YET STILL evolutionists THINK otherwise due to their successful 

brainwashing. 

UNDERSTAND both evolutionists and creationists SEE THE SAME data, but interpret them according to 

two completely different worldviews and ideologies. (namely PREDOMINENTLY it boils down to GOD v. 

no god and HOLY BIBLE is historically accurate throughout from the origin of the universe to present day 

v. those that think it's not.) 

HERE ARE JUST SOME OF THE REASONS THOSE WHO WEIGH BOTH SIDES REJECT THE no God/no Holy 

Bible evolutionary hogwash altogether: 

1) From origin of the universe to present day the evolutionary paradigm is FICTION and not even 

SCIENCE fiction; it is SIMPLY FALSE. 

http://www.blastthetrumpet.org/Publ... - the cult of evolution versus the science of Biblical Creation 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich... - part 1 summarizes modern evolutionary origin theories of 

the universe and how life on earth emerged and why it is all nonsense and explains that the only reason 

the masses THINK such obvious rubbish is true is due to intentional MASS BRAINWASHING through 

coerced public indoctrination and controlled mainstream media by fascists/antichrists in order to 

"dummy down" the general population; control the way they think; so they can more easily control 

them all their lives. 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich... - part 2 puts nails in the coffin of the entire evolutionary 

worldview as none of it coincides with observable facts and the accumulated knowledge of mankind but 

is supported by successfully brainwashed, cultic acolytes desperately. 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich... - the cults of evolution and atheism are not just cults of 

ignorance but insanity. 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich... - when you choose not to know our Eternal Creator, you 

present yourself to the world as if you are in favor of practicing stupidity to your own doom and 

destruction. 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich... part 3 transfers into the fact that the EVIDENCE/WHAT WE 

ALL CAN PLAINLY OBSERVE supports the Biblical Account of Creation THOROUGHLY. 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich... part 4 continues with the fact that recorded history and 

empirical evidence supports the historicity and veracity of the Biblical Creation account; not the 

evolutionary fairy tales told often in the name of science today. 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich... - part 5 also taps into some of the reasons why the Biblical 

Flood is historic FACT but let us look into more of the evidence in that regard because AS PROPHESIED 

people these days are in complete denial of it. 
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http://biblehub.com/2_peter/3-5.htm 

Christ's Coming Judgment …4and saying, "Where is the promise of His coming? For ever since the 

fathers fell asleep, all continues just as it was from the beginning of creation." 5For when they maintain 

this, it escapes their notice that by the word of God the heavens existed long ago and the earth was 

formed out of water and by water, 6through which the world at that time was destroyed, being flooded 

with water.… 

other translations tell us THEY WILL INTENTIONALLY DENY the flood, WILLINGLY CLING TO THEIR 

IGNORANCE! 

Parallel Verses 

New International Version But they deliberately forget that long ago by God's word the heavens came 

into being and the earth was formed out of water and by water. 

New Living Translation They deliberately forget that God made the heavens by the word of his 

command, and he brought the earth out from the water and surrounded it with water. 

English Standard Version For they deliberately overlook this fact, that the heavens existed long ago, and 

the earth was formed out of water and through water by the word of God, 

Berean Study Bible But they deliberately overlook the fact that long ago by God's word the heavens 

existed and the earth was formed out of water and by water, 

Berean Literal Bible For this is concealed from them willingly, that heavens existed long ago and the 

earth, having been composed out of water and through water, by the word of God, 

New American Standard Bible For when they maintain this, it escapes their notice that by the word of 

God the heavens existed long ago and the earth was formed out of water and by water, 

King James Bible For this they willingly are ignorant of, that by the word of God the heavens were of old, 

and the earth standing out of the water and in the water: 

Holman Christian Standard Bible They willfully ignore this: Long ago the heavens and the earth were 

brought about from water and through water by the word of God. 

International Standard Version But they deliberately ignore the fact that long ago the heavens existed 

and the earth was formed by God's word out of water and with water, 

NET Bible For they deliberately suppress this fact, that by the word of God heavens existed long ago and 

an earth was formed out of water and by means of water. 

Aramaic Bible in Plain English For they disregard this when they please: That the Heavens which were 

from the first, and The Earth, from the water and by the water, arose by the word of God, 

GOD'S WORD® Translation They are deliberately ignoring one fact: Because of God's word, heaven and 

earth existed a long time ago. The earth [appeared] out of water and was kept alive by water. 

http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fbiblehub.com%2F2_peter%2F3-5.htm&h=HAQHZ5TF2AQHgTzSwKLE2nnB-oKm29329sWYLSrFjXaLx1A&enc=AZM8bW2FmQuTw3tzRy_oTcLcsJDil4dsM4AO5NQ-r2uARkhO7oMW8eUALrY0LrSFftqfukN8cGUThFrPGYAZeI0XNDtb582zZ3CJunzmyhn8_7rxH5QF9lOdG-BwFdC8EHuXp3ylqJIkMWjQhp00SniQOCrtXxor8IN4o7xlSjO_sbdG1C1cfMKQCvmdUtfByPY&s=1


New American Standard 1977 For when they maintain this, it escapes their notice that by the word of 

God the heavens existed long ago and the earth was formed out of water and by water, 

Jubilee Bible 2000 Of course, they willingly ignore that the heavens were created of old and the earth 

standing out of the water and in the water, by the word of God; 

King James 2000 Bible For this they willingly are ignorant of, that by the word of God the heavens were 

of old, and the earth standing out of the water and in the water: 

American King James Version For this they willingly are ignorant of, that by the word of God the heavens 

were of old, and the earth standing out of the water and in the water: 

American Standard Version For this they willfully forget, that there were heavens from of old, and an 

earth compacted out of water and amidst water, by the word of God; 

Douay-Rheims Bible For this they are wilfully ignorant of, that the heavens were before, and the earth 

out of water, and through water, consisting by the word of God. 

Darby Bible Translation For this is hidden from them through their own wilfulness, that heavens were of 

old, and an earth, having its subsistence out of water and in water, by the word of God, 

English Revised Version For this they wilfully forget, that there were heavens from of old, and an earth 

compacted out of water and amidst water, by the word of God; 

Webster's Bible Translation For this they willingly are ignorant of, that by the word of God the heavens 

were of old, and the earth standing out of the water and in the water: 

Weymouth New Testament For they are wilfully blind to the fact that there were heavens which existed 

of old, and an earth, the latter arising out of water and extending continuously through water, by the 

command of God; 

World English Bible For this they willfully forget, that there were heavens from of old, and an earth 

formed out of water and amid water, by the word of God; 

Young's Literal Translation for this is unobserved by them willingly, that the heavens were of old, and 

the earth out of water and through water standing together by the word of God, 

so finding persons that VEHEMENTLY DENY the global flood is fulfillment of prophesy and only lends 

credence to the Divine Inspiration of the Holy Bible due to its inerrant prophecies over millenniums; but 

I write hoping the reader will not be among them. 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich... - the Holy Bible is the most reliable reference book on earth 

BY FAR!!!!!!!! 

Before citing the facts and showing the empirical evidence for why creationists approve of the Biblical 

Account; including the historicity of the flood; I want to reiterate again that it all boils down to GOD v. 

no god mentalities and worldviews (predominantly; yes there are exceptions; minorities who try in vain 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich


to merge the fiction of the evolutionary paradigm with the facts of Biblical creation.) They will never 

succeed at such an endeavor; because as I just pointed out, if you bothered to read the citations, the 

entire modern evolutionary paradigm from origin of the universe to darwinism's explanation of present 

day life on earth; is all absolute imaginary twaddle/gibberish/rubbish of such extreme nonsense it'd be 

laughable; if it wasn't so sad that so many actually believe it. 

SO FIRST OF ALL IT IS VERY CLEAR; VERY, VERY, VERY CLEAR; IN THE ACCUMULATED KNOWLEDGE OF 

MANKIND THAT THERE MOST DEFINITELY IS AN ETERNAL CREATOR AND HE HAS MADE HIMSELF 

PLAINLY KNOWN AND THAT HE CAN BE PERSONALLY KNOWN AND COMMUNICATED WITH BY 

EVERYONE!!!!!!!! 

THERE ABSOLUTELY, POSITIVELY; BEYOND ALL DOUBT, IS A GOD, AN ETERNAL CREATOR!!!!!!!! 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich... - Acknowledging our Eternal Creator is rational, reasonable 

and scientific fact! 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich... - use your God-given intelligence to recognize Him!!! 

OF ALL THE CLAIMS TO DIVINITY THROUGHOUT THE ACCUMULATED KNOWLEDGE OF MANKIND, JESUS 

CHRIST, RISES SO FAR ABOVE ALL THE REST THAT THERE IS REALLY NO COMPARISON WHATSOEVER. HE 

IS IN FACT THE ONE TRUE GOD, CREATOR OF THE WHOLE OF CREATION (VISIBLE AND INVISIBLE REALMS 

IN THE ENTIRE UNIVERSE), LORD AND SAVIOR OF MANKIND. 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich... - JESUS CHRIST saves mankind from destroying themselves 

due to ignorance and wickedness (IF THEY HAVE THE SENSE TO CALL UPON AND RECEIVE HIM AS THEIR 

PERSONAL LORD AND SAVIOR); not just from hellfire to come for those who refuse to repent. 

JESUS CHRIST IS THE ANSWER, THE WAY TO ETERNAL LIFE, THE ABSOULTE TRUTH AND CALLING UPON 

HIM WILL RESULT IN RIPPING AWAY THE CHARADES, ILLUSIONS AND DEMONIC DECEPTIONS THAT 

CLOUD THE THOUGHTS OF THOSE WHO STILL DO NOT KNOW HIM. (you may vehemently be defending 

the evolutionary paradigm religiously and zealously today; but the moment you encounter the Creator 

of the universe and begin learning from Him; that entire worldview pulls away from blinding your 

perception of reality like a curtain that has been in front of you your entire life such that you could not 

see the TRUTH it was hiding from your vision behind it all along.) 

ONCE YOU KNOW THE AUTHOR, THE CREATOR, JESUS CHRIST, only THEN do you BEGIN to perceive 

REALITY accurately and understand the contents of the Holy Bible correctly. 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich... - it takes KNOWING GOD and LEARNING FROM HIM DIRECTLY 

TO CORRECTLY UNDERSTAND THE HOLY BIBLE. 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich... - you cannot understand the Spiritual Truths of the Holy Writ 

without learning them from our Creator. 

In fact, for most that come to KNOW the LORD and learn from Him; their enlightenment and awakening 

is so dramatic that they wonder at how they didn't perceive the Truth prior; some even for decades of 
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their existence. Many are AMAZED and ASTOUNDED at how strong the deceptions and delusions they 

were under were at how they could not SEE what they then come to know as almost BLINDINGLY 

OBVIOUS; that creation, EVERYTHING we behold, is PROLIFIC EVIDENCE of our ETERNAL CREATOR. 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich... - GOD IS SO EVIDENT IN HIS CREATION, SO UBIQUITOUSLY 

PRESENT THAT IT ASTONISHING WHEN YOU FINALLY COME TO KNOW HIM, that anyone still does not. 

And that what we observe so thoroughly confirms the Biblical Account of Creation and the history of 

mankind, that it is only by demonic deceptions that people all over the world don't comprehend it as 

yet. 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich... - study of Creation leads to our Creator. 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich... - if you are a scientist and still do not know Him, you need to 

apply yourself to observing Creation more intensely until you do. 

http://www.blastthetrumpet.org/Publ... - the Evidence of God and how to know Him is overwhelming. If 

it wasn't actively censored from public education; virtually everyone would. 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich... - outright lies are being taught instead; to the point where 

many think they are educated; rather than brainwashed by antichrists to hate God and pass on 

disinformation regarding the contents of the Holy Bible. 

please remember the comments section of the notes continue to list supporting facts and arguments in 

defense of the topic. 

For those of us who know our Eternal Creator, the God of the Holy Bible, JESUS CHRIST, and have 

weighed the evidence for the veracity and historicity of the contents of the Holy Bible (to original 

sources) to have people who deny any of it; especially the flood, would be laughable; if not so sad. It 

demonstrates a phenomenal lack of knowledge and most doing so THINK of themselves as intellectuals. 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich... - the unique properties of the Holy Bible PROVE BEYOND ALL 

REASONABLE DOUBT that it is most definitely DIVINELY INSPIRED. 

2) The facts supporting the reliability of Truth in the Scriptures are so prolific and so strong that those 

who deny its accuracy are practically shouting to the world that they're an ignoramus. I have at times 

been so nauseated by the arrogance of such foolish persons that I called them as much publicly; so I now 

also publicly apologize to anyone I may have addressed in such a manner; as I know that it is only by His 

Saving Grace and Power I am not still blinded by demonic deceptions also. Truly I am sorry for letting 

anger and frustration get the better part of me when trying to reason with persons who adamantly 

refuse to read my citations and theses and then claim I haven't made my point (only because they 

willfully ignored that I did). 

I think of WILLFUL ignorance as stupidity and I think honestly such persons are self-destructive 

ignoramuses; BUT if I tell them as much; it might seem to them as only resorting to ad hominem attacks 
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rather than the fact I am stating what I honestly believe of such persons who REFUSE to read and learn 

ONLY for the purpose of continuing to claim they have seen no evidence. 

http://biblehub.com/matthew/13-15.h... 

15FOR THE HEART OF THIS PEOPLE HAS BECOME DULL, WITH THEIR EARS THEY SCARCELY HEAR, AND 

THEY HAVE CLOSED THEIR EYES, OTHERWISE THEY WOULD SEE WITH THEIR EYES, HEAR WITH THEIR 

EARS, AND UNDERSTAND WITH THEIR HEART AND RETURN, AND I WOULD HEAL THEM.' 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0d4... 

Actually the few times I have called someone an ignoramus or fool, I did so HOPING to make them so 

ANGRY they would AT LEAST READ MY NOTES; if for no other reason than to criticize them. That way I 

would at least have peace in my soul knowing I did my best to save them from going on their way in self-

destructive ignorance and wickedness toward the everlasting flames of damnation. Perhaps not the best 

strategy though; as some then just don't talk at all; but I figure if we're not conversing anyway because 

they shut their eyes and ears to perceiving anything that isn't confirmation bias for their present beliefs; 

that the desperate attempt to wake them up was called for. 

As was the case one day when someone mocked me for citing talkorigins and on another occasion 

zeitgeist; accusing me of ignorance for citing opponents of creationism and the Biblical Account 

specifically. 

I call such persons who actually think the material of zeitgeist or talkorigins is reliable for making their 

claims and conclusions IGNORAMUSES; because both are presenting overwhelming evidence IN 

SUPPORT of the historicity of the Biblical Account and then simultaneously denying what is in their 

knowledge and before their very eyes! 

Our Creator does not make fools and ignoramuses; but He gives people the free will to turn themselves 

into such. 

God's Wrath against Sin …20For since the creation of the world His invisible attributes, His eternal 

power and divine nature, have been clearly seen, being understood through what has been made, so 

that they are without excuse. 21For even though they knew God, they did not honor Him as God or give 

thanks, but they became futile in their speculations, and their foolish heart was darkened. 22Professing 

to be wise, they became fools, 

Furthermore, He warns that those choosing to be idiots, fools, ignoramuses in their arrogant delusions, 

mocking and scoffing derisions of Holy Writ and idolatries of placing the vain opinions and deceptive 

stories of devils above God’s Holy Word, His Divine Record given to mankind, the Holy Bible, are in 

danger of eventually becoming insane; completely depraved. 

28And just as they did not see fit to acknowledge God any longer, God gave them over to a depraved 

mind, to do those things which are not proper,… 

http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fbiblehub.com%2Fmatthew%2F13-15.h&h=CAQEsRdXVAQFJnfaBWgIqdXjjQyRyYVlDewBcVuq91OPAlQ&enc=AZOt_KOKglmIH5_PY6MLLYpfFEwqh96f4iccuG5zmTsGeXmB1kkPmvhvPTj6fAUdsMWK6rxpeXYQvSYUtaX9dbFvhXOpjXqHnhZ4j4ayyzW1hzjGHKkfQEfCLBnqkOJH27a3erGAZM05TGlkGFuQfWEAFw70oNzigs3RmA8ScopG9w04wJ64PaL3EjUCRHM01Kk&s=1
https://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3D0d4&h=MAQGmoBS5AQGtBMdLHcJjYGeyluO95YR9LvOVaAhgsIEV6g&enc=AZO_E9AtDlcC5icX4y9gBlV00rriETRxEWqU-YLD8UAnJcd4dYvkIA2dAIpDOhOEOgRbCPMvXrM2JiFbpKHhUAOjqEGrWMy00OkOVze116PU9YQRtdXb2jWinmi7CppmomXMqNz1es8DsNN3W_0Q1lkIVgqbKrGaH1GljwnOl0sSkDwhBV0HtgNNzbxN622RMXM&s=1


So if a Messenger of GOD, like myself, tells you that you are acting the fool; turning yourself into an 

ignoramus (by REFUSING TO LEARN AND LOOK AT THE EVIDENCE SUPPORTING THE BIBLICAL ACCOUNT 

SO THAT YOU CAN COME TO KNOW OUR ETERNAL CREATOR PERSONALLY); we are doing so because we 

CARE ABOUT YOU and see that you are headed on a course that may soon cost you your sanity and even 

your soul! 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich... - rejecting JESUS CHRIST and the TRUTH of PERSONALLY 

LEARNING FROM OUR ETERNAL CREATOR, to your own peril and doom is STUPID!!!!!!!! 

The blindness of the presenters/publishers of both is ASTONISHING and for those of us who know 

better, is so obvious that we (or at least I) can make the mistake that everyone can see it, and there is 

no way anyone would actually believe their conclusions and denials of the evidence they themselves are 

presenting! 

It's as ridiculous (even more so) than someone taking all the time to list every airline in the world, every 

plane manufacturer and airport worldwide. ACCUMULATING ALL THAT PERSONAL KNOWLEDGE but 

then arguing there are no planes, no craft that ever flew! That's how preposterous it is for zeitgeist to 

put on a painstaking presentation that shows cultures all over the world recognized the Gospel Account 

in the stars and then claim that isn't evidence that GOD, CREATOR OF THE UNIVERSE, IS TRYING TO TELL 

THE WORLD SOMETHING. They REDUNDANTLY SHOW that regardless of language, literacy, etc. ancient 

people from all over the globe RECOGNIZED THE GOSPEL IN THE STARS! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EUQ... but then the presenters actually try and argue against the 

universal message they just told us all about! IT'S WILLFUL BLIND IGNORANCE, to deny the very 

evidence for the existence of Intelligent Design that ancient cultures all over the world recognized to be 

telling the EXACT SAME MESSAGE and then make the claim that there is no God, and go even further 

into preposterous foolishness and deny Jesus Christ, who came in fulfillment of that Message; even 

existed at all. Jesus Christ is the most documented person on earth; not just in antiquity, but in the 

entire history of the world!!!!!!!! to attempt to deny His Existence is LAUGHABLE; if not so sad! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o4q... 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ay_... 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=969688109776815&set=pb.100002069048072.-

2207520000.1456105308.&type=3&theater 

http://biblehub.com/genesis/1-14.ht... 

The Fourth Day: Sun, Moon, Stars 14Then God said, "Let there be lights in the expanse of the heavens to 

separate the day from the night, and let them be for signs and for seasons and for days and years; 15and 

let them be for lights in the expanse of the heavens to give light on the earth"; and it was so.… 

http://biblehub.com/psalms/19-1.htm 

The Heavens Declare the Glory of God 1For the choir director. A Psalm of David. The heavens are telling 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich
https://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DEUQ&h=HAQHZ5TF2AQEJvvr4vg6iY99JSZs5nruFc89Xy1L7v1hUSQ&enc=AZPFX0lvOZmn7NTyv1_idGE4m3yyuCikrKZk85KvEgQHneaijXTk0WFkleRNmgvR5TBmAYUHtXtvXWoHPyi4oDl84TaBWhRMWZm-eUCkPLJPZ_tU5_oo0pb65UZRn9BdWsH_tfJa-Ksp3CBkyh2nXBHBuLdjpjZIb9AR0JQuNW-7WrLdSoaaRXfwJmG1tH-D_6I&s=1
https://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3Do4q&h=lAQFbHH-WAQE5X-ZV-JTli18Ruhyd_x-1__nT6CXh3J9c-Q&enc=AZPfN5ekM6msmrn1dvsPvgUTQHk6zpmGurLDoIo9KHEDbL_hpg7KsebwmX851okabok_9VcFub7EvrEl4EjEndDHzik_GZYrtncOBAM4fnaLIyraRjBtwOVO3_EQATw40bHroAHYkIi41scN-akhdxMptEGSUS_cSPM8n4RKGsh_ZxJxx3jd21zUWrlS2P2I6YY&s=1
https://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3Day_&h=EAQFhMPqTAQEL9a7Y_FWrjcmzSe_lLBLL_ycXY_mqmKLa3A&enc=AZOE7STpkJq5MrPVJ8Nu8IV2aJ1t7nTD6Fg-U9kLTY3gRLBbBwgEC4w9qLIfvgPluMQSwBeq8NV4edT6ErpVhKk2W-bEuILlgSOU-blEjGBzbDyK1Rdn_botfcJlbUYW0WO7EiDOEgtLY2BILscu-XAw2hjcAQv6MUGc5FFe4-pRWzjizgY3h36tL3fpBF6mBoE&s=1
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=969688109776815&set=a.115635768515391.22520.100002069048072&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=969688109776815&set=a.115635768515391.22520.100002069048072&type=3
http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fbiblehub.com%2Fgenesis%2F1-14.ht&h=6AQGifhb2AQFUFTK0s0K2VIQ4HuHK386_PXAuM_5ZuUR9XA&enc=AZMgwiWJ-SpqJCbMPIljsLztEtwZD04zt0Q9IffiDJg270546xiNtOc7L9as03kH4qtDJyog5BYW9cAznAp7Hxedlmc2mAhho8vV_bW04J1rfJlID2wOTsRMA1x1QWkIvrd4RW2Jvcf-LOPMytoiDMrfEWPSPpUQsOcYjkviXsgIe-TFErrtdfLupN47fIkWy1A&s=1
http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fbiblehub.com%2Fpsalms%2F19-1.htm&h=aAQGF294QAQHY0jNsRg7txO5AUP0XPher1n8TZS2CE7AC3g&enc=AZNBoO5z59pfRU5ut46UTdGNI9AC1Jc9FTjsvu5B7uqp1MP0V0ELPAQtMAIMysCbLd_SplnEh6Z5AKbGy1ySoBBvkcFM0868F-4g7avJGBHCyK4A0ThFKYzmxKjcGDJeIDb4OOuNaNOegY53OIBKCxc2hJp2128aYD0oOss1AaQL9l6cNcGpEHn6Rg3aUb-yeGI&s=1


of the glory of God; And their expanse is declaring the work of His hands. 2Day to day pours forth 

speech, And night to night reveals knowledge. 

Same thing with talkorigins they make the effort to document flood "legends" from all over the world. 

http://www.talkorigins.org/faqs/flo... 

BUT they operate from the FALSE premise that none of them are historic accounts, none of them exist 

because of actual flood or massive global flood. (in other words, finding flood legends worldwide IN 

THEIR THINKING is not evidence for an ACTUAL FLOOD) - here's another perspective on that mountain of 

evidence they are in denial of: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lkt... 

yes, there are localized accounts BUT THERE ARE ALSO MANY that tell of a WORLDWIDE FLOOD in their 

language that closely resembles the Biblical Account (as that presentation points out). 

Understand I am an eyewitness of the Resurrected, EverLiving LORD JESUS CHRIST, Creator of the 

Universe; Savior of mankind. SO I AM COMING FROM A PLACE OF ABSOLUTE CERTAINTY; not JUST a 

reasonable conclusion based on examination of accumulated knowledge and facts. 

From the position of those of us who are ABSOLUTELY POSITIVELY CERTAIN BEYOND ALL DOUBT OF THE 

DIVINITY OF JESUS CHRIST, flood deniers appear SUPREMELY ignorant and foolish; not just for dismissing 

empirical evidence proving it, not just for dismissing the recorded history of mankind, not just for being 

in denial of reality, facts, evidence, global testimony of billions today and for millenniums on earth BUT 

BECAUSE THEY ARE CALLING GOD ALMIGHTY A LIAR by so doing!!!!!!!! 

https://www.biblegateway.com/passag... 

Matthew 24:37-39King James Version (KJV) 

37 But as the days of Noah were, so shall also the coming of the Son of man be. 

38 For as in the days that were before the flood they were eating and drinking, marrying and giving in 

marriage, until the day that Noe entered into the ark, 

39 And knew not until the flood came, and took them all away; so shall also the coming of the Son of 

man be. 

THE DIVINITY OF JESUS CHRIST IS THE MOST CERTAIN FACT IN THE UNIVERSE!!!!!!!! NOTHING MORE 

SURE IN THE ACCUMULATED KNOWLEDGE OF MANKIND!!!!!!!! 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich... - ONLY THE ONE TRUE GOD, JESUS CHRIST, CAN SAVE YOUR 

SOUL!!!!!!!! 

And HE, GOD ALMIGHTY, referred to the flood as HISTORIC FACT; a FACT so certain that He warned the 

whole world of, that in the end times those denying it would suffer a similar sudden demise!!!!!!!! 

http://biblehub.com/luke/17-26.htm 

26"And just as it happened in the days of Noah, so it will be also in the days of the Son of Man:27they 

http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.talkorigins.org%2Ffaqs%2Fflo&h=eAQGE3EsrAQGREfbGWe5W5TqxgvWKYEep5JZbiB17CwVzgA&enc=AZM7H4wjkUuP3ssmjA30G1zOCaDSQACeRVBjSXo8oQ3KEUkLN8MNnb2g5WyGPXKnIoJcAV5ziWifUyFoPX4xtTGfPuiu3iO8SviNjhpdIRGQzHSWWcrWAyvP_KV9ZsUuXkPfWPNfDY3w1dIzojAY7hRrGXGoIXBmpFg6YDDJBokgjxYjzn0-MlD_n_Cg_lWst6I&s=1
https://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3Dlkt&h=qAQHMUhPhAQEDwBhv1Q8PK5oTsyp97cq0jWIkjdNMYplBRQ&enc=AZMWEcCVaQdIeoVt5hSOfOAaRHy7Ae9c3hSFSlQhTsGiN6rFVpqPvAn07Ym5cIuYOVNZsV54nlmvjpOsu8szqDcEKF3tf_vqUAZg17liWTnAnhfFSXVdSgxyPsQU9LnbIwdyVkPg-vx6iZ7_7yF5t87lbV57iyng6Kx9-gX2yjqJ6ac9ant49SUsFm6vFHVK3TE&s=1
https://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.biblegateway.com%2Fpassag&h=UAQESE25zAQHtIga1TPfayEYE1K15ciqnHnJgfZyI9aVK4A&enc=AZM8i57V-xKdP0xGLC_3rLdgKJRSYgUw0EOQ3DFTrbI3ShbmPC4e-LSBR8KGaxdIYHuEhyBMDwe-zrbcBn8lDw3y5ClEsi9_NYcmn4h5xLNtp6pbdnVke3SIp02sEA_E6z6-QmeY-58yP1Op0jmAii2t24Ihn7YC8fRUAfHY5evqdSWyJzuhrQOihRq-xB7XLFY&s=1
https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich
http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fbiblehub.com%2Fluke%2F17-26.htm&h=AAQFRfZr8AQHhvP-VZzFfRztzILV82KNBW5dfVec-PuJ4IA&enc=AZOqG_TIYUFq8KYruf5ZscLAUpZkGiUhybE-vBXnMG1PWLABFp3hsEJs_R3McZGXLwgHdLxAGtstKJvGq7vWUxrGF-ROfzlPns8pU_-M-PebRRs-3MVSdjIfFHj6kRh00mtrlvOQFx0fdJMcZV5yBqNuwaa7s0dQXWDiX1secpgD0jzaOZuL7weVuzciZpqAF-Q&s=1


were eating, they were drinking, they were marrying, they were being given in marriage, until the day 

that Noah entered the ark, and the flood came and destroyed them all.… 

BUT let us examine the evidence and see if we can at least remove some of the modern skepticism; so 

that some might come to a Saving Knowledge of Truth in the realization that the Biblical Account is 

RELIABLE HISTORY; FUNDAMENTALLY TRUE; so much so, IT CAN BE 100% trusted EVEN ABOUT FUTURE 

EVENTS!!!!!!!! 

since some actually follow the madness of talkorigin's view of dismissing ALL accounts globally of the 

flood as nothing but myths and legends; let us see if any of their reasons are genuine justification for 

doing so. 

So let's examine their mathematical presentation for why they claim (DESPITE HISTORIC RECORDS THEY 

DOCUMENT THEMSELVES WORLDWIDE) that the flood never happened. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5sv... - to those who don't examine every false premise used for 

the presenter's conclusions, it might actually seem convincing. BUT let us examine those premises of his. 

average radius of the earth - 

https://www.google.com/search?q=pla... that the average diameter is not only accurate, but is accurate 

for the diameter of the earth in the past is FALSE. his very first statement in an attempt to defy global 

recorded history is FALSE. 

height of the tallest mountains - "They've also determined that the Himalayan Mountains are still 

growing higher, at a rate of about 2.4 in/6.1cm per year. That's twice as fast as previously thought. A 

growth rate of 2.4 in/6.1cm per year doesn't sound like very much. But, if you think about it, that means 

in the last 26,000 years the Himalayans have risen almost a mile into the upper reaches of the earth's 

atmosphere!" - http://www.extremescience.com/evere... premise number 1 and number 2 ARE SO 

INACCURATE that there is NO WAY his calculation on the volume of water necessary to flood the world 

in Noah's day is even close to accurate. Just these first two errors alone would suggest his claim of 3 

times the volume of the oceans is more like 1.5 times or even less. HUGE ERROR IN THE PREMISES 

RESULTS IN EVEN LARGER ERROR IN THE CONCLUSIONS. 

then he argues that the current volume of water on earth is known; when in fact it isn't - 

http://www.livescience.com/29535-wo... - "With 95 percent of the ocean unmapped, more is known 

about the moon's surface than the ocean depths, said aquatic filmmaker Fabien Cousteau, grandson of 

ocean diving pioneer Jacque Cousteau." 

https://www.google.com/search?q=we+... - not only are the oceanic floors largely unmapped, but 

claims we know the deepest trenches are false; no one has traversed to the bottom of the superheated 

vents in the vast chasms beneath our oceans; as such any attempt to calculate the volume of water in 

our oceans is most definitely only conjecture! 

https://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3D5sv&h=EAQFhMPqTAQFJTLVvq4qAfbP8yoJRVx7t9MFltKJL5yKQVg&enc=AZPTG_07rgH59rIFsledJmDb26X_Ao0Fq3XTaPTsUJaccxL-4vRCK_u48oCCZvhB85xLfdnYVOM4SvNpRiCiHwg7R77h1y7ZrdweGbCd--qfkePWirOgwRY99DhSOfjOzNuGMVBP2OSQQKSgOs1dBleTDYpGylXRdneG2xNg3_l8jqXfHWPmkxvuCM8gSqbVego&s=1
https://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dpla&h=hAQF-Dh7eAQEXF4jHDcqdXez74xPtAPQ_yAdbJvUegi0s9g&enc=AZPwNFzPilcOD8qQI8w0G40k2wuVqAlAkzQ7FDLEtM2rgN2BeAGpJKENGEUVqRhaFQoNk-qnCz0txKnCuPLD99Ob6zZIwdrEVwQ_by_a7HPC5LRylPtOlznFfCvsR8XO2GVjsl6XAc4PqhCPZr5YfoNlYHenAwVpkBQwFkv6utZzE-YULu-22lmyIBqNE9H8vyw&s=1
http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.extremescience.com%2Fevere&h=cAQHFXEOLAQElFaDlryI9fu6AlmmZe28cENZwCFHjiVINww&enc=AZMHbvY15vmenXiF1Xmk0p67haXEHT-9DtQ8PRt0Cw1exDKw-VZNM7kQ03agwAjfCNfv-sljMcPsXXX3DmNazs-zwv6jfm2tzKCJpB5bc6CkYbfKQh6Cb_8Z36PcaUgro3N-Xpda9whx-76EyYV9yPNUTzAsamzdT961Fiwr_gsp1inFl3S_bjUfVBQNSKbAZ_I&s=1
http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.livescience.com%2F29535-wo&h=KAQFuBGIPAQFQoCU3SYexPbFUl8nublAzUU0BE2bp2U4S-g&enc=AZOQA6aaVHzkclRCJvnFB_oRfvjFLjuICYNu_CPVU30RwYTtWb2RNBO0OjZ8CIjEIiywuqs_LusHZF3wDTxOfCRjp_igxQDtUyNjIPp65gv40HYk4GJnoHhHcg54ThPlxBqZ1a5IiNsHGsD3xayzdCoT-eOaIlJlm22SiCRCvZosXotrxDcbN0hbeQLcuXhzRak&s=1
https://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dwe%2B&h=zAQGz7jTZAQErOdE44FTVdBGyHSsTR_jpWvX35-qx2TgUfg&enc=AZPc_sxx0KALK9gvbv5ySRgKh60oIRZaE5yIMEjuwku0cJcXF-JZ2tuD1YZtTg4QNrvdW6TfXvpcBXLNDdnHNhGtc1GUaVzHwukurWnQIBMXR-Qf4rPXYWcIFzDstp8ba_15w4zK9cwpUziFGCaHvkgPdM1jELxIPdRm_tFY7JqkZOHt8Q1OO2NeafohIr4ynu0&s=1


BUT even if he were not presenting false information to justify his erroneous claims, sufficient water has 

been found on our planet to account for even his dramatic error! 

https://www.google.com/search?q=hug... 

https://www.google.com/search?q=3+t... 

so his arguments/premises are not only erroneous; but even if it were remotely true, still moot in the 

false claim that it makes a global flood impossible. 

so let's further examine his nonsense; that unfortunately others believe in without critical examination 

of. 

then he side steps the Biblical Account to claim the water came exclusively from rainfall when in fact it 

came from the springs of the deep (A FACT THE BIBLE HAS MENTIONED FOR MILLENNIUMS BUT ONLY 

RECENTLY PROVEN TO EXIST). 

http://biblehub.com/genesis/7-11.ht... 

11In the six hundredth year of Noah's life, in the second month, on the seventeenth day of the month, 

on the same day all the fountains of the great deep burst open, and the floodgates of the sky were 

opened. 

the presenter further errors in that he claims that the rain only fell for 40 days when in fact that's how 

long it fell before the Ark began to rise 

http://biblehub.com/genesis/7-17.ht... and then it continued to pour down for a total of 150 days 

http://biblehub.com/genesis/7-24.ht... and then the rain ceased and the fountains no longer surged 

from the depths. Only after 150 days of rainfall AND the fountains of the deep bursting open did the 

water cease and begin to recede.  

2Also the fountains of the deep and the floodgates of the sky were closed, and the rain from the sky was 

restrained; 3and the water receded steadily from the earth, and at the end of one hundred and fifty 

days the water decreased.… http://biblehub.com/genesis/8-2.htm 

but to continue with his delusions he claims the heaviest rainfall recorded in history was over 6 feet in a 

day; but does that have anything whatsoever to do with a Supernatural event over 5000 years ago? 

when the earth's atmosphere was completely different; conducive to tropics and lush jungles that 

supported huge life forms and longevity such that even modern insects were enormous; an atmosphere 

so rich that it supported even "dinosaurs". 

https://www.google.com/search?q=the... 

https://www.google.com/search?q=the... 

so where did all the water go? as I just showed you above, it exists underground; even under the 

oceanic floor and in vast quantities some claim more than 3 times the amount of water on our surface 

worldwide. So talkorigins and this presenter are in denial of reality and the accumulated knowledge of 

mankind; don't follow in their footsteps. 

https://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dhug&h=pAQGdS4KjAQEKz4brCga3HPfhAC0ovblotJeUUtFvm0tRBA&enc=AZMzCedWRjkhOObMh7adf6bpGT1vvOHbnWS4Y2hgonzAuaXVrEd9afnbMkj9c0IDyHuG4TGEuLD02EmtieBKCoYpKLlkCbyZAhCoTLMUuvspn8WbyTJeIHwj9N1CvUjVznvnXXutfhtBn1wprZgBxH2aqE3Q3t5HW3QpShl07lLDoiJmhyu9p-IVteExp9bDJYE&s=1
https://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Fsearch%3Fq%3D3%2Bt&h=AAQFRfZr8AQGa_t2ODWF08Wf-LqIjVTj8VnPeJoipqPdi5Q&enc=AZPCHATVlOzU6jw_8hjF8x-j2SChuWhZE663GhaMu-aciKZr3uv5zZ3-oZKkTtAO_VUKXZbPxRRvxqXQuLH5BtNSBv1sWm4rS6Jy6NJq7aDKgiFsSBFvZSQzxi0gLn6yRl3tYrcl72wR9UeUhSFFzJLbya_lFSBFWD-UZHWYmXBA3ooWdtaIZozw7wsArVbrC50&s=1
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where does he get the ark was loaded in a single day from? certainly not the Biblical Account... it's just 

more of his delusionary rant. I personally can't stand his arrogant smugness and condescension in his 

voice; while demonstrating such monstrous ignorance; it's sickening! BUT I am suffering through viewing 

it for others who may follow these self-made idiots on their way to hellfire; hoping the vast majority will 

not choose to do so. 

modern definition of "species" DOES NOT EQUAL Biblical "kinds" 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/heat...; such that only two kinds of dogs, cats, etc. DOES NOT EQUAL 

all the modern speciations of dogs and cats, etc. so his numbers are WAY OFF and erroneous and 

oblivious to the fact that the VAST MAJORITY of those numbers of species are marine organisms (he only 

mentions a tiny portion; deceitfully), plants and insects, such that the amount of land-dwelling; air-

breathing creatures that needed to actually be on the ark to survive was MINIMAL AND EASILY FIT WITH 

PLENTY OF ROOM TO SPARE. 

http://www.christiananswers.net/q-e... 

https://answersingenesis.org/noahs-... 

http://www.icr.org/article/how-coul... 

http://creation.com/how-did-all-the... 

So the presenter on the video and talkorigins derive their conclusions from not one true or actual 

premise; no one should follow such delusions or deceptions regarding anything they claim. I ONLY CITE 

the archive of flood legends on talkorigins to show that even some of the naysayers against the proven 

Biblical Account of Creation and History of Mankind at least acknowledge flood records exist worldwide; 

even if they don't learn anything worthwhile from reading them! 

They might try viewing someone who actually has learned something appropriate from them: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lkt... 

So let's set aside the willfully ignorant delusions of far too many on earth today and look at the hard 

evidence the FACTS supporting the historicity and veracity of the contents of the Holy Bible; even 

regarding the global catastrophic flood. 

Remnants of an oceanic vessel has been found dating appropriately (so to suggest that such a craft was 

impossible to build is almost as delusionary as those claiming God doesn't exist or Jesus Christ never 

incarnated.) THESE PERSONS ARE IN DENIAL OF REALITY; don't choose to be among them. Candidates 

for "Noah's Ark" have been discovered PROVING the construction of such sea vessels at that time MOST 

DEFINITELY was possible; indeed the hard evidence makes those in denial of it look like they belong in a 

straight jacket and rubber room. Since I give the references in the following theses; I will cite them 

rather than be redundant. 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich... - the evidence for God and the veracity of the Holy Bible is 

overwhelming when you examine the verse by verse support throughout its contents. part 1 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/heat
http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.christiananswers.net%2Fq-e&h=jAQHFEJQBAQHJjGlC4K3a02lmyXfSd6Gz5L64G9xkklOhzg&enc=AZPw9bCczhzBPMusYQGkvNpP_8D_UL7TLxP24DlPKsM8wEFly8CjrRdlwQ39vAAPnIXqWJwfa5Wttv03Cj16iw9gxZOat_5xkdSUgHTcokdAt_M0yzeu0RpqhP2jXkzL6idFt9k7QqM0Qg1m2CDoIJjkJefEGkdm4GwRnw_GQ-R5_Ct7lurVT2JgHh9tf5trAZk&s=1
https://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fanswersingenesis.org%2Fnoahs&h=eAQGE3EsrAQFEikiCfpJmiqKQsSnjtZ9FmWPjRZWQCA30VA&enc=AZPoBf1tGvLwkiTMmyQnn2UQFoep5bTevvQFg9E5HS3eNYQGEEfGCkWxU7Ml897NZEOTj-XXJrINdLtJZO-IK4xCiuyeWYDzeaoEtfJYpX45_ReX7uxvb5IA5rlWeZXoIVNiysweHb4Hg7TzcZh4IW-usT_2L8A5cTmeVy8CpvUSG0ws4P0V-HriIayyAzZOBuQ&s=1
http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.icr.org%2Farticle%2Fhow-coul&h=AAQFRfZr8AQHpE0NZIN1E42OxpsHvsCOH2KWHFAWe51CA1g&enc=AZNJ9qANMMRkWuC29Jzjw33h-2ya0jR9M787qDVK2AqKE7f1JDTD17ZgbaJRV_FcIGiVaD4BWjyZj3F-iJIcl9GVzjuK50T6PlwOlB3Er3FZ14jXm_4CoHOohxc4XmO0VDv8BVOegkylhFf4hzf91lZthKPLO7imCjKiG7zuYIP8JjK_zXgtATbSf2-6ZzT35qA&s=1
http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fcreation.com%2Fhow-did-all-the&h=oAQF_J9ZsAQE5VD-OKqatc4ho2FW9ukEe5Nz7nJyFZuskCA&enc=AZOpBQhOGIMN7cnklU9SuDvleOkbCQvQ8ddpkjAA9dDdzeuCEoQRNuTzv5fLhXvkbyklLxcrRnjaQxIeJIo4zVPfluNOwGRq0t2XM3wwEGabQ50HJ2YsubQy4aRmZseUWZQ4_V8DZSPayl-Hy7J49E8wjC25ZHIk3Bf6nFjfqWMjMumFHEz5Su2AzyZ44P3Nf3c&s=1
https://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3Dlkt&h=dAQEIvAyuAQGu2RpEi06lTPam8SUM5JwXw8TqfzKqA8hy7Q&enc=AZN2V52gBlAFwUKkO3YYo-aVFh8MmhOoysRBevX2mcYKxM4BssEgIwEYR67SPLgxeRUt-r0-AwWibxo_kiOyAE3a9ZKJo-WLzvh9TlNDPThLcrgztWSbxYfoEGIumUNN4Bx4X-5udtLUqNWGK48kVCvKXNIVrvMK6oV-V4hk5gkl8crk7KmyYfUIpAoCFQO1gu0&s=1
https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich


https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich... - the evidence for God and the veracity of the Holy Bible is 

overwhelming when you examine the verse by verse support throughout its contents. part 2 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich... - part 1 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich... - part 2 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich... - part 3 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich... - part 4 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich... - part 5 

Let's go down talkorigins list of objections to the global flood (actually since the first argument is moot 

because remnants of the Ark have been found and verbal history maintained from its depostion there is 

no reason to examine the rest of his ignorance): 

http://www.talkorigins.org/faqs/faq... 

A. Building the Ark - Evidence of the Ark has been found in the Biblical location - All three claims have 

those that argue for and against them; BUT not examining the evidence and drawing your own 

conclusions would be to ignore gaining knowledge and choosing to remain ignorant. I myself have not 

visited these locations; so as a creationist, I look at these claims from the perspective that believers 

want to find evidence supporting the Biblical Account and as such may be hasty in their excitement and 

conclusions. For me, the anchor stones and/or grave stones engraved with reference to the flood 

account that appear to be ship weights would be something to consider; in addition to the claim of the 

general location of where the Ark came to rest. 

http://wyattmuseum.com/the-search-f... - more than likely a natural formation 

https://youtu.be/uPRo7Q-7yQQ?t=695 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oPp... - needs further documentation and examination even 

though claimed to be a hoax. 

http://www.godtube.com/watch/?v=KDL... - I personally think that this site deserves global scientific 

scrutiny. 

According to Arch Bonnema, Bob Carnuke and others that have seen the mountain site in Iran, the wood 

of a petrified ship dating commensurately with the Biblical Account was found in the Mountains of 

Ararat, on Mt. Suleiman. 

http://www.lifeandland.org/2013/12/... 

http://www.noahsarksearch.com/iran.... 

Furthermore claims that tests were done on the samples of the find and that animal and plant DNA from 

various parts of the world today were all found in that one location; that experts have traced the origin 

of certain species to that location as well. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o6G... 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich
https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich
https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich
https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich
https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich
https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich
http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.talkorigins.org%2Ffaqs%2Ffaq&h=VAQHbdZ42AQE2NC6GKUz1_mvleRatil83asa6hf0F8RzN3g&enc=AZOw_3YuyTiW-c8CRVCYqG2cEkD4Fn2H3ngmfM82XMHVyncNLPLRIbvVeZob7sDgvF_DTRFTDP3A8flXus_wzikfaodULJcUnSL_jcQDRlwripDzN118zpOZOr1gZKa3wcA5V8DsUDR9glt9XJNB6gIbPD9TDO04X-tPqbp2SCBd_-P9lDbt39Okj_KOugfGeLQ&s=1
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http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.lifeandland.org%2F2013%2F12%2F&h=sAQGah0QzAQFxihTr-mFF85AXSaOGEiad41dGj-cZUjVy7A&enc=AZOandBRXXJW0tIRgTu9rWCuCOSD5wbFx3zL7isRYMiI7HD7uPw4LXAZc-1eGDtwotxTq6dOlniwyBG2T5NMJAElHJacTyLdkY3U-bRuZSu1HhbqTOKHtt6iNNC5XAQpqsgsobP0mSWPIPAs5XNhEYs5uxnSyLw8WuaUlJLOp9SVm8USqFJvTNVdF3Ap10l0J-U&s=1
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Currently some in power are suppressing this information from coming out in full (like so much other 

evidence they have suppressed verifying the Biblical Account); but the people of the world need to 

demand answers on a discovery of this magnitude. 

http://news.nationalgeographic.com/... 

When you combine Ron Wyatt's find of what he considered to be huge anchor/counter balance stones 

that could have been tied to stabilize the giant barge with the facts of this recent find on Mt. Suleiman 

(the mountains of Ararat according to ancient maps covered the region of what is northern Iran and Iraq 

today); then evidence mounts for the credibility of the Biblical Flood historicity. NOTICE the Biblical 

Account states the Ark settled in this mountain range! 

http://biblehub.com/genesis/8-4.htm 

So finding the petrified remains of an ancient ship (the oldest samples of manmade cut ship wood to 

date on earth!) with fossilized marine organisms on the hull; over 13000 feet up on Mt. Suleiman AND 

with first hand eyewitness that placed it over 15000 feet up prior to an earthquake AND finding animal 

DNA (of animals not found together today) and plant DNA from various regions of the world all in the 

remains; would lend credence that indeed "Noah's Ark" has been found! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VZt... 

I'm aware that for every claim in support of the Biblical Account there are those who will argue against 

them. I myself am not saying any of the three popular sites are factually the remains of "Noah's Ark" I 

ONLY reference them for personal examination for each soul to make their own determination. THOSE 

THAT CLAIM the ancients could not build such a craft are setting aside the evidence that they not only 

lived longer than we do; but in the process developed skills that are superior to even most modern 

technologies. For example, the history that the descendants of Cain built Baalbek and other megalithic 

structures: 

https://www.google.com/search?q=cai... 

https://www.google.com/search?q=cai... - the size and precision of the massive stones alone have many 

on earth still wondering how they built these structures; so by comparison the Ark would be entirely 

feasible for the ancients. 

Those of us who know the facts of geologic flood layers that span continents; know that only can 

happen in a flood of equal vastness carrying those sediments for millions of square miles. 

"Scientists" that argue against the Biblical Account typically do not argue that sedimentary layers 

globally prove that at one time the current land masses were under water; WHERE THE DISAGREEMENT 

COMES in is the claims of deep time and that there was never a universal global flood; but rather 

regional ones at various times, ice ages, etc. SO THE EVIDENCE states that sedimentary layers exist 

worldwide on every continent; BUT THE ARGUMENT is over when and how those layers were actually 

formed. And I argue that when we have the Holy Bible with MASSIVE QUANTITIES OF VERIFIED 

http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fnews.nationalgeographic.com%2F&h=IAQH5WkEHAQFFwd8L-mPZgqCh3iKsVLVUdUTzrwxDdBl9rA&enc=AZOBeBcb9gjUMi3lBSQCNeutIWXD3dX4NMNWn2YWmYoULX5ix2KdIow6fXL6qY2oUqmeYoOqyF0BS4Az0kaDT7WQtnuj2w1MnSNbYGCVVqgQyK2egYcXy4g0fUovkO7-7esKnPsCkhmnZcdj4hiOAPGug9GS6ZUCiLJZzY2z2Biwnfq0Not37ebML2WV7CSjysw&s=1
http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fbiblehub.com%2Fgenesis%2F8-4.htm&h=-AQFwjba4AQGDNjwR9pLnlj3NMmlbNARMKYTAdbUpVzw1mQ&enc=AZNRg9YCO2o4RfZ-Zz27vSmONT3YoQLQbX21iiez8-X5Kwqi10nFAMpXxi8GPNhPF2TK90Hz8d_TOtFaVuJpWQJXNream-WA6Lf0dz_kAl5sCLfZNOFk0twHYUn8baP2FCbYewp05d6LxkgWIzxgnXrFwG82GvAahjOAvgWtCq3qqixvgihl1Nqp3AxMsb_qRrs&s=1
https://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DVZt&h=6AQGifhb2AQEJIvBRUmLheuTm-UrplxX4aRTXdq52B8ZYZQ&enc=AZOEILolEpi1FWu60lHP3qoXScjX3yV-H_iFOuiAzgd4GNF8DOS-r8pS_v9du5klbUcMdQd7aR6b81H60qMr4zOupoFhBBRF1p34Fk6moQF0jCu7h6WAomx8_VpGNyQnBPFqp5o4vNyS3F3biSpFFMUwskEjZmI3j_iW-POSEYPxjg1Ygcpz9nitnPGqCRST4Y4&s=1
https://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dcai&h=uAQFTkIJMAQF310Dadg6YW1xabxIEcI_xetz3rVTjvHjaYg&enc=AZMkAu2QIGslP4BxVLkueQP-DtL_39sLfow479GxPwB1tbfz_wpPIKF9NxDxKt1TUGK6V22OdncCrzUzrSCkSxyA_4KbLZ5LyS2Jdo5yMa5JUkGRvqjAP6L6HoPWPWa6IKpoT64hWvKFVh0OK9q5kd2j-WWvHOX76xHzbeakA51fr_0UleQycdRUpgbAlk499To&s=1
https://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dcai&h=eAQGE3EsrAQFWhT_BII8Pda1ieKGLdLE6g56AC7QXZ4LE1A&enc=AZNI8NmurMC7heF-EMu-7jNgnUxcjgCOC3O5DZUYYbsQj3m91YBC0x_D_RuXfNYDcg0Ld9Mx1Ca5rKAwnoPLhFqStgcKnqfLFTxZjFltdtr0v0Roto3xs591jf64zOl_RfsjtFbLKzH0mvfb7t5R1Sam5MGUffZBg70L9hDGXybrwbUn-33kfgpIg_SHGc9Se0w&s=1


HISTORICITY AND INERRANT IN MANY THOUSANDS OF PROPHECIES; to set aside THAT DIVINE RECORD 

in favor of the imaginations of persons WHO HAVE ONLY LIVED A FEW DECADES ON EARTH is 

FOOLISH!!!!!!!! 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=929196810492612&set=a.115635768515391.22520.10000

2069048072&type=3&theater 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich... - there is NO OTHER BOOK IN THE WORLD MORE 

WORTHWHILE STUDYING DAILY LIFELONG THAN THE HOLY BIBLE!!!!!!!! 

B. I will cite empirical evidence gathered on a topic, EVEN BY THOSE WHO OPPOSE THEMSELVES AND 

SOUND KNOWLEDGE BY IRRELEVANT CONCLUSIONS, like talkorigins. Do you understand why such 

persons don’t deserve point by point rebuttals to their madness and obvious false conclusions based on 

their personal delusions? 

a) BECAUSE GOD CAN BE KNOWN! (denying our Eternal Creator, JESUS CHRIST, is the depth of madness 

and self-destructive stupidity!) 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich... 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich... 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich... 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich... 

b) BECAUSE those who don’t recognize the DIVINE INSPIRATION OF THE HOLY BIBLE are demonstrating 

close to a willfully incurable ignorance of the accumulated knowledge of mankind, the history of the 

world, and of creation before their very eyes. The AUTHORITY OF THE HOLY BIBLE TOWERS ABOVE ALL 

MADNESS, DELUSIONS, DECEPTIONS, so powerfully that it hardly needs a defense or defenders against 

self-destructive lunatics who challenge it’s veracity. EVERYTHING KNOWN TO DATE AS FACT IS VERSE BY 

VERSE MANIFESTATION OF ITS CONTENTS!!!!!!!! (including the worldwide flood)  

“To argue with a man who has renounced the use and authority of reason, and whose philosophy 

consists in holding humanity in contempt, is like administering medicine to the dead, or endeavoring to 

convert an atheist by scripture.” 

― Thomas Paine, The American Crisis 

I personally don't care how many degrees a person has, IF THEY ARE CLAIMING ANYTHING CONTRARY 

TO THE DIVINE RECORD IN THE HOLY BIBLE, IT IS THEY WHO ARE MAKING THE EXTRAORDINARY CLAIM; 

and the burden of proof therefore lies with them! 

HONEST scientists will tell you carbon 14 dating much past 5000 years (recorded history) becomes 

increasingly unreliable! PEOPLE SHOULD THINK CRITICALLY OF ANYONE WHO CLAIMS THEY CAN TELL 

YOU FACTS CONCERNING PRE-HISTORY!!!!!!!! By that I mean, NO MATTER WHAT DEGREES; NO MATTER 

HOW MUCH OF AN "expert"; he or she claims to be or may even be recognized by others to be; WE ALL 
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KNOW THAT EVERYONE is FALLIBLE!!!!!!!! So this urge by some to idolize "scientists" that mock and 

scoff at the Biblical Account of Creation and the history of mankind; borders on cultic beliefs; rather 

than rational thought, reason and facts! 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich... - idolizing a scientist or scientists and their opinions over the 

contents of the Holy Bible is not just foolish; it is idolatry!!! 

"scientists" are NOT GOD; NOT infallible and time and again the evolutionary paradigm has been shown 

to be FALSE; to be nothing more than fantasy and fiction; like the fictional evolutionary geologic column. 

http://ianjuby.org/geologic-column-... 

https://www.google.com/search?q=geo... - Creation in the 21st Century and Genesis Week have put out 

worthwhile viewing documentaries on why they believe the geologic and fossil evidence supports the 

Biblical Account. When examining the evolutionary story next to their presentations, the evolutionary 

paradigm crumbles as we see the evidence actually supports the Biblical Creation Account. 

https://www.google.com/search?q=the... - creationists have had to listen to evolutionary rubbish 

throughout all their years of coerced public indoctrination; it is high time that the Biblical Perspective 

was presented side by side against such utter rubbish being espoused in the name of science these days. 

WE SHOULD HAVE EQUAL TIME IN PUBLIC EDUCATION TO SAY THE LEAST!!!!!!!! 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich... - their STORIES versus REALITY! 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich... science, accurate observation of creation proves the Biblical 

Account as true and the God of the Holy Bible is our Eternal Creator!! part 1 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich... science, accurate observation of creation proves the Biblical 

Account as true and the God of the Holy Bible is our Eternal Creator!! part 2 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich... - rejecting JESUS CHRIST and the TRUTH of the contents of the 

Holy Bible is to put yourself willfully in denial of reality; it is an act of choosing to be delusional. 

3) When the evidence supporting the Biblical Creation Account is presented coherently; it buries the lack 

of evidence supporting evolutionary cultic madness so thoroughly that no one would be an 

evolutionists; perhaps that is why evolutionary antichrists have been firing creationists from public 

settings. 

http://www.godofcreation.com/essays... - thus the so called modern consensus apparently supporting 

darwinism has only come about by firing the dissenters.  

(we have evil people in charge of national currencies and governments; thereby controlling public 

education - https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich...) 

There's been a recent attempt to compromise and claim that perhaps Noah's Flood was just a massive 

regional flood; not a cataclysmic event covering the entire inhabited world. 
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http://www.nydailynews.com/news/wor... 

Does GOD know whether or not the flood was regional, local or global? 

http://biblehub.com/2_peter/3-6.htm 

Christ's Coming Judgment …5For when they maintain this, it escapes their notice that by the word of 

God the heavens existed long ago and the earth was formed out of water and by water, 6through which 

the world at that time was destroyed, being flooded with water. 7But by His word the present heavens 

and earth are being reserved for fire, kept for the day of judgment and destruction of ungodly men. 

NOTICE THE COMPARISON is the ENTIRE WORLD to present modern day ENTIRE WORLD. the ENTIRE 

WORLD inhabited by mankind today compared to the ENTIRE WORLD inhabited by mankind then! 

http://biblehub.com/luke/17-27.htm 

27they were eating, they were drinking, they were marrying, they were being given in marriage, until 

the day that Noah entered the ark, and the flood came and destroyed them all. 

Do we find ancient civilization ONLY under the Black Sea? NO! 

http://world-pyramids.com/en/world-... 

http://www.collective-evolution.com/... 

https://www.google.com/search?q=glo... 

http://www.azores-pyramid.org/ 

http://atruthsoldier.com/2012/11/29... 

http://blog.world-mysteries.com/mys... 

I'M ONLY LISTING A FEW OF THE LOCATIONS BUT ANYONE LOOKING INTO THESE UNDERWATER 

ANCIENT MEGALITHIC STRUCTURES CAN SEE COMMON ARCHITECTURE DATING BACK OFTEN TO THE 

TIME OF THE BIBLICAL FLOOD. IT IS CLEAR THERE WAS A GLOBAL CIVILIZATION SOME OF THE PYRAMIDS 

AND MEGALITHIC STRUCTURES REEMERGED AFTER THE FLOOD BUT MANY OF THEM ARE STILL 

UNDERWATER WORLDWIDE!!!!!!!! (some of course built after the flood through the knowledge of those 

who survived and generated the flood record to the descendents ALSO worldwide!) 

http://www.icr.org/article/why-does... 

sure there have been regional floods, smaller floods, but the flood of Noah was judgment against the 

entire world; like the judgment coming upon modern man; if they don't repent of their ignorance and 

wickedness in departing from our Eternal Creator, LORD and SAVIOR, JESUS CHRIST!!!!!!!! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V3irPqCV-1Y - I appreciate the diligence in study of the Scriptures 

and Creation of Hugh Ross; so I can appreciate his point of view on many topics. However, we definitely 

would be considering the flood a Supernatural event to selectively sweep all of mankind and all the 
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animals away according to the scriptures and cover the tops of the mountains; but ignore various 

continents altogether.http://biblehub.com/interlinear/genesis/6-13.htm all flesh. I think scientists and 

Hugh is no exception, try to reconcile what they THINK is true about science with declared TRUTH, the 

Divine Word of GOD. I do not think that is always possible, because often what is THOUGHT to be true in 

science is not. Nor am I claiming inerrancy in my own views and interpretations. Noah had over 100 

years to build the Ark; it would have been far easier to travel to an uninhabited region of the planet; if 

the flood was limited to shorelines or geographic region(s) only where the rest of existing humanity 

dwelt. again note "end of all flesh" in the text.http://biblehub.com/interlinear/genesis/6-13.htm 

Furthermore the Divine Covenant made with Noah and his descendents is also clearly global in scope. 

http://biblehub.com/interlinear/genesis/9-11.htm 

The Covenant of the Rainbow 

…9"Now behold, I Myself do establish My covenant with you, and with your descendants after you; 

10and with every living creature that is with you, the birds, the cattle, and every beast of the earth with 

you; of all that comes out of the ark, even every beast of the earth. 11"I establish My covenant with you; 

and all flesh shall never again be cut off by the water of the flood, neither shall there again be a flood to 

destroy the earth." 12God said, "This is the sign of the covenant which I am making between Me and 

you and every living creature that is with you, for all successive generations; 13I set My bow in the 

cloud, and it shall be for a sign of a covenant between Me and the earth.14"It shall come about, when I 

bring a cloud over the earth, that the bow will be seen in the cloud, 15and I will remember My covenant, 

which is between Me and you and every living creature of all flesh; and never again shall the water 

become a flood to destroy all flesh.… 

the fact we have regional floods throughout history to this very day, would therefore be reason to 

conclude that this language clearly is global in scope. 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich... - Divine Judgments are so OBVIOUSLY on earth worldwide, 

that only lack of knowledge keeps people from recognizing them. 

Ask yourselves all you who mock and scoff. Is it wiser to believe modern fallible man posing as 

"scientists" in their vain opinions; or the tried and tested Divinely Inspired Record Given to Mankind; 

infallible in all respects for millenniums!!!!!!!! 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich... - the Holy Bible towers above all other literature and is the 

foundation of which all others are tried. 

The HOLY BIBLE HAS BEEN RIGHT even when virtually the whole world has been WRONG!!!!!!!! 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich... - prophecies coming to pass in front of our eyes written 

millenniums ago in detail are a Divine Signature that only the most foolish ignore to their own peril and 

destruction. 

It has been TRUE EVEN ABOUT FUTURE EVENTS; EVEN ABOUT CURRENT EVENTS foretold for 

millenniums!!!!!!!! 
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https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich... - we can see plainly those incarnate today are living in the 

end times. 

It's historicity and veracity has been proven over and over again in astonishing details! 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich... - do not set aside FACTS for opinions of those in denial of 

them! 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich... - the empirical evidence supports the contents of the Holy 

Bible THOROUGHLY!!! 

THOUSANDS OF DETAILS OF HISTORY AND ESPECIALLY REGARDING THE MOST IMPORTANT EVENTS 

GLOBALLY!!!!!!!! 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich... - EVERYTHING is evidence of GOD! 

So I ask the whole world are you willing to stake your soul; to risk dying in your sins and hellfire on the 

vain opinions and imaginations of persons calling themselves scientists (while ironically they so 

obviously set observable science aside)? 

EXAMINE THE EVIDENCE AND THINK FOR YOURSELVES!!!!!!!! GOD CAN BE KNOWN AND 

COMMUNICATED WITH HERE AND NOW BY ANYONE!!!!!!!! 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich... - ANYONE CAN KNOW GOD AND LEARN FROM JESUS CHRIST 

PERSONALLY!!! 

http://ianjuby.org/a-study-of-the-c... - part 1 

http://ianjuby.org/a-study-of-the-c... part 2 

http://ianjuby.org/a-study-of-the-c... part 3 

Over and over again evidence for the flood is laughed at; even though it is right in front of their faces. 

(Again these mockers and scoffers are fulfilling prophecies to their own harm) 

http://biblehub.com/2_peter/3-3.htm 

Christ's Coming Judgment …2that you should remember the words spoken beforehand by the holy 

prophets and the commandment of the Lord and Savior spoken by your apostles. 3Know this first of all, 

that in the last days mockers will come with their mocking, following after their own lusts, 4and saying, 

"Where is the promise of His coming? For ever since the fathers fell asleep, all continues just as it was 

from the beginning of creation."… 

http://biblehub.com/romans/1-22.htm 

God's Wrath against Sin …21For even though they knew God, they did not honor Him as God or give 

thanks, but they became futile in their speculations, and their foolish heart was darkened.22Professing 

to be wise, they became fools, 
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http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fianjuby.org%2Fa-study-of-the-c&h=OAQE4iC9HAQFp7HC_9ENQMCCz1kmU9CJwrU4ZhrKWlryP_A&enc=AZOkpLNVgeWEFSm6Uwaqe99Sm1zBe-ZafJfgJXCw-Uo897mrB3wPwRr7rhuZYPH0rORdgXPUy1EQenaAC0EqNay5ubMQV3ixPjp3rzI2z5VYSC4OSMxOQNpFVvaOwWkZ2fdii_U1i52ltxptQRdqow6N6gIh5SHn8yF_RtZ-A74KK9H_IsaLsQ1nJzYGfP0pSUI&s=1
http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fianjuby.org%2Fa-study-of-the-c&h=xAQGgXVYgAQHPMcbNnsG2dEfMEv1Y39DyhQUZjJWh7fDoTA&enc=AZMPwai3EcBrGhEUb-a9rS4KR-94gZMKn_QZkpz9wVJPdyjhuj30SagY5UW41YP5vS2uXWJVJBi6uNA9OVaq9dhXHPfJt6Pjb52tzDnR_5BWg68s8SR3lFIvp8vvkY2gTBofaxvxaL7H9zF2fjc0OCEXjebZ9J2w2o3XDSzKXQAr5WbfSbuMvuDOI4SiWBYBwCk&s=1
http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fbiblehub.com%2F2_peter%2F3-3.htm&h=DAQE3EL0WAQE8ISSpg0m8lXwC8dOFgbU3ctvozP5DYKENmA&enc=AZPIjKMf33Jgtln53JrTAO554zVC2xv5YKUX5E_WUQIE1VAmYiAl8Q3N7SsOfWc_iL8xV9gt44O0PEqyfLFYBs_be_qNXDlS02t0JM5wlY0VebJ2vnSYvffxuZcURN2H_wjtnmJU_Fe0k1FsD_ZfieIxZM1R_kY8VwmEuFrH4jA3pq_a6xtsJBtLKEM5_TiILfQ&s=1
http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fbiblehub.com%2Fromans%2F1-22.htm&h=pAQGdS4KjAQEcG_kVZDglCbvho8gkxyWfhQ1lCcEW5rOXCQ&enc=AZPuvN0eh9S-9HMUGw4bj8hGHRGycacMN81YQhsYBdJ1j6HSTb-RV16w2n7RqZvfZUwuPw-f65Em2kOisLkLGOSl0XnbYba8BuAPpRO68T0BlZ7-j4v-OhjsO_M7yNqqLcbUD1Q4kv2Z7ny3v2B9r_fen8rmiV4WuX81_9oivQz5WGin0A2Wo7EYocm6_mJ7j4E&s=1


IF YOU REALLY EXAMINE WORLD HISTORY, philology, and the fact that recorded history ALL traces 

straight to the FLOOD; then you will see that those in denial of it are making fools of themselves indeed! 

WATCH IT AGAIN! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lkt... 

LOOK at all the citations in my notes CLICK THE LINKS, READ THE COMMENTS, you will SEE for yourselves 

that the evidence is OVERWHELMING supporting the Biblical Account of Creation; including the 

worldwide flood!!!!!!!! 

https://youtu.be/enY3uTnS6n8… 

IF and WHEN you finally see how much information is being suppressed and how much fiction in the 

name of science is being taught innocent children I hope you will do the right thing and DEMAND TRUTH 

IN PUBLIC EDUCATION; if necessary ARREST THOSE WHO KNOWINGLY TEACH LIES TO CHILDREN!!!!!!!! 

(brainwashing is a form of aggravated assault! -  

https://www.google.com/search?q=bra... 

https://www.google.com/search?q=mas... 

https://www.google.com/search?q=lyi... 

https://www.google.com/search?q=bra...) 

TELLING CHILDREN THEY COME FROM POND SCUM AND MONKEYS INSTEAD OF GOD IS SO EVIL; THAT 

NO ONE SHOULD DO IT FOR ANY REASON!!!!!!!! 

https://www.google.com/search… 

physicists and chemists say evolution is impossible - 

https://www.google.com/search… even only a few thousand years ago the atmosphere of the earth was 

considerably different than it is today. especially prior to the flood. much more conducive to life, people 

and other life forms grew larger, lived longer and generally were anything but the evolving cave man 

evolutionists imagine. 

the earth is losing its atmosphere - 

https://www.google.com/search… 

people in the past lived longer grew larger skeletons and analyses of skulls of neanderthals -... 

https://www.google.com/search… 

human skeletons over 8' tall found all over the world - 

https://www.google.com/search… 

http://www.genesis6giants.com/ 

https://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3Dlkt&h=wAQGgsENPAQHvGWTxlMz8rWt_H4DKOx5yPqUb1zkgV7s3kA&enc=AZNOCh0AXKRO5gVKj1Ab7wIwQZuPIlNZDmqgKNFv6E3IkGDtGV3SLYHOE1mLn8GuFNjXA8uNyjH6B-iDmnEzdPJctveHKKKwL70h7_xBjv9FdpqeQNeLWMZX8jOFTB1OBa9P0oWv13PH1GYFsJUbXQdfSV3m5dOG5nwDQpHpi9Va-J6rNFXSd-jsPhgHWXhI0M8&s=1
https://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fyoutu.be%2FenY3uTnS6n8%3Flist%3DPLurUr4kT0BHVIRpZ-JZLP2C7hcUannUCm%26t%3D1609&h=vAQHkQTguAQHTvmwccd8uvpSe5E36i0aqqgfQnlQFU_DRAw&enc=AZPfr9V4m8BIAzZvZ5oaaI-t9XqlLWvYefXxS2eoNvdciVSPVOZ5CJ4ojVW7fa9ap4CF-rRM8I3RjmmAXU6djOytz0eeR5dYFPyNtVOz-b2i9yyOTqbAqMenZmaOvgVYgudROWUSHFQ1-lJcDlMllEK4apciHO1oSsVKtbQigYQo3M7161FWl8z7txVHcI22SWc&s=1
https://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dbra&h=NAQFM5xchAQEvKz1DTRgQOxy9mLeMMT577dnVWn11Hiiqyg&enc=AZOavHfboX6xYQoi7_ZllIIUlGvxc1TUw6VvuAlqjrGH0Vgq5vX-Mx7ntpFeuCYg9kQHw6jj07ohvxI5-tfCyO-WYBPtp1JHKKX2ef-ftWXZyI7_PSA_GZihWXYu7QLPBgTbutsydZjFAElNZ5lBrlM7HoSK2rMKa8O46BItE4XOSx_MPc26UL9BsAc0Is9PJAk&s=1
https://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dmas&h=RAQF88IQKAQHGlK97Buc399QrKKp0QW_K8ABW59gubv4SNg&enc=AZP1c33KXSY7WbU259L0EoeGYMuGgFseRJEPu7R0LlvastLsDOU-0fMxupPm25swjGOiEGfgvDY3dUjPO4jKHpVjeRZyqWyVjrcmRzwqSNV7FaB0oAkd-tz3v-tMfLmCGt1roTYy-nc7AbBzqIqYz13xTzUiJMx6_ee7Elae6ACwXc2rmjRuUEw7dJdvsuSvz2s&s=1
https://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dlyi&h=hAQF-Dh7eAQHcQpjfP4Nr6OLT_nzlXTLVOpvLGE7R7rfh7g&enc=AZP2ubPy2P1ZZM6j6HJ0t45krsogKEW_qTufEHDu1tlhf_4ZPt1giyG4QVzQxKb4hD22OWkhbZMQk7q0JbO-7VGP6beVJ0NjtpgGxpuTR-jFWQ2UZwD9bF3GkoivOvqa6jx-Js8weO2DuxWxBBgfm88aVL7nX9kTOhikgbPNeWk5SX5xCbPlsyi6UIij8FNO3Ls&s=1
https://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dbra&h=sAQGah0QzAQE37F_rBkj4-9fQPvM6W2lZn5MkAefEYQg8RQ&enc=AZNuAibVqrdmD0L7ryW_EtXjxEinc01VgpROCn3y9gDjQd1zG05H3V6hH_RclejuzpLBkfdznILNly0BXUAm3O9ccblvvovwP--ps6OOj6ncMxjZ4LKZk5ziWYbbj46HlZI2dm6HlLgTq3jl9d4HUjjK2ybolqy_Ez_fhtRpMjb-mcQls3JkpHGWTe481B7i2Ww&s=1
https://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dphysicists%2Band%2Bchemists%2Bsay%2Bevolution%2Bis%2Bimpossible%26rlz%3D1C1GIGM_enUS535US535%26oq%3Dphysicists%2Band%2Bchemists%2Bsay%2Bevolution%2Bis%2Bimpossible%26aqs%3Dchrome..69i57.12959j0j8%26sourceid%3Dchrome%26es_sm%3D93%26ie%3DUTF-8&h=AAQFRfZr8AQGCpnc44x36g6HmtIYfTxt52EIirSnxluHrMA&enc=AZO_LQkwaEatXgAZ8wyqbWmfBVRbUGxP13Hx2_lrg3MqvYY49YfXDFXbO8xOkxNhH1tadhd4ZHq616UmCrIXYxkZj-4WoGxHRh0Wjmv8QpXF3CAnq_5zbL1Dk90Xzle_RAzDrasw8AcXDe36BxFs4mGWWd2xX8KMZg4j692oYP5tn3LS_9UvQmb18EXbS6jfZMk&s=1
https://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dthe%2Bearth%2Bis%2Blosing%2Bits%2Batmosphere%26rlz%3D1C1GIGM_enUS535US535%26oq%3Dthe%2Bearth%2Bis%2Blos%26aqs%3Dchrome.1.69i57j69i59j0l4.5281j0j8%26sourceid%3Dchrome%26es_sm%3D93%26ie%3DUTF-8&h=DAQE3EL0WAQFvVVgmxCzoDwDM92r-t8WGCEljYHk0w8C3DQ&enc=AZNkWu5Z4nVjb4vM_hKwpc--K8o6LE-CNECbvdnXHj9qopMuT8_i6AHvJUS5Pfcd9uY_dE9hQkpW7qY6xrGew47uNtm1ywEiPOn3MKv8iAL014LDXr5rhCLvF1u7pUM3TZAcLEPbvmDfWAvz2tLpbKxf1JZuS1XoY_VjYGtYcVmfNSRMlGe_G5z-PHceSEVNNHs&s=1
https://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dpeople%2Bin%2Bthe%2Bpast%2Blived%2Blonger%2Bgrew%2Blarger%2Bskeletons%2Band%2Banalyses%2Bof%2Bskulls%2Bof%2Bneanderthals%26rlz%3D1C1GIGM_enUS535US535%26oq%3Dpeople%2Bin%2Bthe%2Bpast%2Blived%2Blonger%2Bgrew%2Blarger%2Bskeletons%2Band%2Banalyses%2Bof%2Bskulls%2Bof%2Bneanderthals%26aqs%3Dchrome..69i57.32007j0j8%26sourceid%3Dchrome%26es_sm%3D93%26ie%3DUTF-8&h=4AQH9TchzAQEsDQUdP18ODVCwJTGjcfJydg0ULP7qcaJnoA&enc=AZMCfdl6OBE_e_QqAF4ieBB5oTkaVMc2hie20_Fsvs2OL2uL_DaK8UgrFrlKomg889NZmLXmM_NuzYNpWYs2g9BifpdDMdco6zS73aDpZpmtB8XGTCiTq9oe2s5YwQzzRD4wriSHC_JSWSHos1UT9JJ4RBKbl8rFqrPYyyKDlHEkzH1m5VKaYrurWb_VQOuErLk&s=1
https://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dhuman%2Bskeletons%2Bover%2B8%2527%2Btall%2Bfound%2Ball%2Bover%2Bthe%2Bworld%26rlz%3D1C1GIGM_enUS535US535%26oq%3Dhuman%2Bskeletons%2Bover%2B8%2527%2Btall%2Bfound%2Ball%2Bover%2Bthe%2Bworld%26aqs%3Dchrome..69i57.12975j0j8%26sourceid%3Dchrome%26es_sm%3D93%26ie%3DUTF-8&h=7AQFEcSmuAQFtU6oxWh6OVq1tCjU59jiJWmIixuROeomkTw&enc=AZOzZzj29XK9EHn74O3glx8xTWxBTmqLLMAmYxMXhsiFN8ECeXbjS2rGCAmGYZ9CtTMviug78yjpYIsdMGwJ4ZDhK0MhDVuJ5u5DYpwNnfUTx4nzOl7yHr_4ST9Y_p2WChmW2ild9ImHQUaviAzQMF2iF7X7Sp5q_EuZzOhF_ye2-lpp0bFXih8TBbrimaUW4qk&s=1
https://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dcreatures%2Bbefore%2Bthe%2Bflood%2Bwere%2Blarger%26rlz%3D1C1GIGM_enUS535US535%26oq%3Dcreatures%2Bbefore%2Bthe%2Bflood%2Bwere%2Blarger%26aqs%3Dchrome..69i57.8877j0j8%26sourceid%3Dchrome%26es_sm%3D93%26ie%3DUTF-8&h=RAQF88IQKAQHmF4lt_7gdA9yppc-sRH7906cwy5nuhrilUw&enc=AZPmB1yRK8OBw1ernPsWsaMbiwYdCzvZPnSe3pG1A77tQnmHbmcaBObOMgFtxwMH-fRq6AbDSlx6o7YQqK2atmBd-0XZvDQO8e882M7iR4rC-5Go2ZSR42Xp5bAC-riFe2VrqdOdWPUsfNeL876s3RNniqmiv1vzen0c3dpf6zSuwDU8H5BEmKqO7zkaeVWhEGM&s=1
http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.genesis6giants.com%2F&h=PAQF0EtNHAQHUSA4tUzCRzuHw5vRnX0FOX3lu1GkdkVUhCw&enc=AZMJKaS7ylra9QqI8ESp3MACj8n7idNlbqujCegq3V0aNhdJZfv8LOl2VaTmoiyqZhCZVkA3g8fWuKSStpWZZ3BEKDzLUGRiuw9sxTHXKnyJLU4eTcs3zWYfkUNGMbHbkk0NWstrLVwpEZUosbptAUushcPOVQ3eYJmhnA5KIaIzBGIqtkKjDjaVkbxA9OGYa1s&s=1


mankind is AWARE we are losing our atmosphere and it is causing DNA damage leading to extinction 

events - https://www.google.com/search… 

https://www.google.com/search… 

so while they brainwash the masses with evolutionary BS, they desperately put geoengineering into 

place trying to save our planet because they are too ignorant to do it the right way 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/crimes-against-humanity-part-

1/571080836304213 

those thereby making themselves the enemies of GOD and all sane persons are only succeeding in 

hastening our demise and are CAUSING extinction events in the process 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/crimes-against-humanity-part-

3/902170473195246 

their chosen paths to save the world are DESTROYING IT 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/depopulation-by-intent-or-

accident/544721958940101 

We are witnessing exactly what our Creator told us - 

http://biblehub.com/matthew/24-22.htm 

Matthew 24:22 "If those days had not been cut short, no one would survive, but for the sake of... 

And except those days should be shortened, there should no flesh be saved: but for the elect's sake 

those days shall be shortened. 

and it is due to the ignorance and wickedness of mankind 

http://biblehub.com/hosea/4-6.htm 

My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge: because you have rejected knowledge, I will also reject 

you, that you shall be no priest to me: seeing you have forgotten the law of your God, I will also forget 

your children. 

the RIGHT way to save our planet is for every soul worldwide to return to our Creator and learn from 

Him IMMEDIATELY 

thereby they would see His first instruction was to take care of this world by replanting and resupplying 

it as they go (instead of greedily raping it for every last resource; while they poison it, genetically modify 

(destroy) it, and otherwise selfishly consume it until mankind is left with nothing but their pets, rodents, 

bugs and each other to eat 

we are witnessing the demonic madness of humanity destroying our world and all life on it 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/end-times-verse-by-verse/625795230832773 

https://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dtrees%2Bburned%2Bby%2Bsun%2Brays%2Blosing%2Bour%2Bozone%26rlz%3D1C1GIGM_enUS535US535%26es_sm%3D93%26source%3Dlnms%26tbm%3Disch%26sa%3DX%26ved%3D0CAcQ_AUoAWoVChMI7K6SuZvCyAIVwYsNCh0dGwoU%26biw%3D1280%26bih%3D622&h=yAQEqWgfhAQHS_SxAidaQpyZld7iX2aeENpfy50hBap6q9Q&enc=AZPv_2hcEPuSRCHmDuZogYkesgbvfkxyErj9hMbR3qfzp6kcv4a3Z0Py4XBgRoDN4ygEuI56THY4CpCkWxIYMoyO2shdlKJiCCOPV9YGt6YBhUvLKQT8vckuVMWYYeF7_DtExCRsIQysVU05epQLqjha9S2eAyN7P4ma42vzdD6dPR0R1WrKW9l-X2qeuBG9NF0&s=1
https://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dsun%2Brays%2Bcause%2Bdamage%2Bto%2BDNA%26rlz%3D1C1GIGM_enUS535US535%26oq%3Dsun%2Brays%2Bcause%2Bdamage%2Bto%2BDNA%26aqs%3Dchrome..69i57.6823j0j8%26sourceid%3Dchrome%26es_sm%3D93%26ie%3DUTF-8&h=FAQG0oivyAQHmFAmjFAC5LC2D2ytg5LYTm1dEvPE6Tg3yQw&enc=AZMb3UwvIt2q1tdWp4AAFdqssOilpHAKJHrc_SDBNf0uDxn8wjqbxJtD8TOu168cWCAytXnMG-2ISU6cixvgWF160rGe9kHqzF7w9K-8l2Qd2VzZvobuLpNkMSWWkjduCMbH6UmRGyNukcAuVPG2eXG1QoM4iynOByyB1J-aGqq8FZCKM8MYFTRwnTKf1yCp2AI&s=1
https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/crimes-against-humanity-part-1/571080836304213
https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/crimes-against-humanity-part-1/571080836304213
https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/crimes-against-humanity-part-3/902170473195246
https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/crimes-against-humanity-part-3/902170473195246
https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/depopulation-by-intent-or-accident/544721958940101
https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/depopulation-by-intent-or-accident/544721958940101
http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fbiblehub.com%2Fmatthew%2F24-22.htm&h=qAQHMUhPhAQEbkUaNs8C88MnR1U7AGNR6iFpdHkxYWthARA&enc=AZOdcbRZUroUSjNIpLluoYTcqhSCfVU-xQLpPb4NwABY5gqlcgOzkDTh47t3pf34A6j8neRJVuqKQe8EPONOu20zwZH2ESKCIIAApzREKviEn8Z6V89cEJzIpsFU_dHBQrb7nm1SOIrvrus7bjOkTHYR_TVmbW8-wFAr1-FU8HK_GkbDkGJR-QhBNhutUQt-hvY&s=1
http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fbiblehub.com%2Fhosea%2F4-6.htm&h=9AQEN-H6-AQFIOWbXryVu7Gvlvb1t8hocTdGpHgiblL4Rwg&enc=AZNDQKrAe2BrMBkW-4E3dxhSXHeaVeVZzv-8Ag81eeYtBl9EOn4jVPwp3m3sXNPdQGBB6i6ZNv0CfMeU7aNWz5LDzdvlk0GiYAfNWNGQSP5TmvDatsD7j1EaOVazOr1Ha7JrMa07j_yxi_BNzVoi04S6R0ZKAo4oJRST0aGMzXFQovTJL-LkYCbPQLbtIpwnw2M&s=1
https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/end-times-verse-by-verse/625795230832773


as their madness increases in departing from our Magnificent Eternal Creator, JESUS CHRIST, their 

ignorance, vices and hatred leads to societal breakdown, anarchy, chaos, until the cities burn and crime 

is in broad daylight as people roast corpses of the dead for food... 

that is the direction humanity is RAPIDLY headed in if they don't universally come to their senses and call 

upon JESUS CHRIST to save them from this self and pervasively destructive ignorance and wickedness 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/jesus-saves/881062118639415 

this generation needs to break free of their demonic deceptions and focus on saving the planet the 

RIGHT WAY 

namely restocking the pollinators, and all other species dying off thanks to monsanto, GMOs, 

geoengineering madness 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich... - both ignorance and wickedness is destroying life on earth; 

including mankind. part 1 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich... - both ignorance and wickedness is destroying life on earth; 

including mankind. part 2 

namely changing construction to huge multi-tiered above and below ground with tiered farming 

integrated, crossover to hydroelectric transit and clean energy, open up green space, green roofs with 

live vegetation, as much reforestation as possible and renewable, sustainable aquaponics instead of 

dredging oceans into extinction and nothing left to eat but one another as mankind watches the world 

burn 

IDIOTS! GOD did not make stupid people; but IF by their free will they CHOOSE to put GOD out of their 

knowledge they can become stupid; they can even become beyond foolish to a state of delusional 

depravity! 

http://biblehub.com/romans/1-28.htm - thus we have some people today parading around in supreme 

arrogance while demonstrating supreme ignorance; even some people wearing suits and acting like 

professors, scientists and politicians!!!!!!!! 

we have the world's WORST people in charge 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/the-worlds-most-wanted-criminals-part-

1/674604029285226 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich... the world's most wanted criminals are loose in the highest 

offices of governments and pulling the strings of the same as they clench world currency tightly that 

they make everyone else slave for. 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich... the world's worst criminals are not just the lunatic murderers 

who may go on a shooting rampage but they are the ones poisoning our food, water, air, medicine, 

hygiene products and virtually everything we touch, ingest or put on our skin. 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/jesus-saves/881062118639415
https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich
https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich
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who think killing off billions; while they destroy their own food supply, will somehow save the world 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/conspiracy-theories-or-plain-

truth/662377083841254 

I'll say this: every man, woman and child on earth needs to return to agriculture and aquaculture and 

push non-toxic organic biodiversity right now; with sustainable construction; maintaining green space 

for maintaining our atmosphere AND/OR THEY NEED TO MAKE CERTAIN THEY ARE READY TO MEET OUR 

MAKER because that is most definitely going to happen sooner than later if this generation and and the 

next doesn't unite to address these issues WISELY right now. 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/observable-divine-judgments/732720553473573 

Biblical Creation; not evolution is what is supported by the facts and accumulated knowledge of 

mankind. 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/understanding-the-holy-bible-part-

1/611082142304082 

http://www.blastthetrumpet.org/…/The%20religion%20of%20evol… 

there are GOOD and VIABLE 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/solutions/516489485096682 

beginning with telling people and especially innocent little children the TRUTH that we are special and 

wonderful creations of GOD ALMIGHTY; we come from Him our Eternal Creator; DIRECTLY; not from 

pond scum and monkeys!  

http://biblehub.com/psalms/139-13.htm 

http://biblehub.com/psalms/139-14.htm 

https://www.ted.com/…/alexander_tsiaras_conception_to_birth… there is nothing random or by 

chance in such incredibly coordinated design of getting trillions of cells to function together to create a 

bio-mechanical visible network that interacts with our spirits, our consciousness; that part of us that 

goes on, long after our material form decomposes. 

Conception to birth -- visualized 

Image-maker Alexander Tsiaras shares a powerful medical visualization, showing human development 

from conception to birth and beyond. (Some graphic images.) 

https://www.google.com/search… 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich... - teach the Children TRUTH!!!!!!!! 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich... - EVERY MAN, WOMAN AND CHILD NEEDS SPOKEN AND 

WRITTEN INSTRUCTIONS FROM OUR CREATOR OR HE WOULD NOT HAVE PROVIDED THEM AND HAD 

THEM PUBLISHED WORLDWIDE IN EVERY LANGUAGE!!!!!!!! 

We come from our Eternal Creator and to Him we all will give an account. 
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http://biblehub.com/ecclesiastes/12-7.htm 

so I am hoping and praying with all that I am you and your generation and those to come will cast away 

the madness of darwinism and embrace learning from our Eternal Creator personally and directly for 

your own blessedness and lives now and forever. 

http://biblehub.com/john/14-26.htm 

THE ONE WHO PROVED HIS DIVINITY BEYOND ALL DOUBT REFERRED TO THE GLOBAL FLOOD; it is pure 

madness then to deny it and even greater madness to deny Him!!!!!!!! SAVE YOURSELVES; call on JESUS 

CHRIST NOW!!!!!!!! Get Baptized in His Holy Name and Pray He fills you and your loved ones with His 

Holy Spirit; so you can leave the many lies and deceptions of this present darkness and evil behind you 

forever!!!!!!!! 

https://www.facebook.com/notes/mich... our LORD AND SAVIOR JESUS CHRIST is truly mankind's only 

hope!!!!!!!! 
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THE IPUWER PAPYRUS, EVIDENCE OF THE EXODUS PLAGUES 

In the early 19th Century an ancient papyrus was found in Egypt. It was taken to the Leiden Museum in 

Holland and interpreted by A.H. Gardiner in 1909. The papyrus describes violent upheavals in Egypt, 

starvation, drought, escape of slaves (with the wealth of the Egyptians), and death throughout the land. 

The papyrus was written by an Egyptian named Ipuwer and appears to be an eyewitness account of the 

effects of the Exodus plagues. The account parallels the Book of Exodus. Read the comparison to 

scripture down below. 

o Papyrus 2:10 - The river is blood. 

§ Exodus 7:20 - ...all the waters that were in the river were turned to blood. 

o Papyrus 4:14, 6:1 - Trees are destroyed. No fruit nor herbs are found. 

§ Exodus 9:25 - ...and the hail smote every herb of the field, and brake every tree of the field. 

o Papyrus 2:10 - Forsooth, gates, columns and walls are consumed by fire. 

§ Exodus 9:23-24 - ...the fire ran along the ground.... there was hail, and fire mingled with the hail, very 

grievous. 

o Papyrus 9:11 - The land is not light.... 

§ Exodus 10:22 - ...and there was a thick darkness in all the land of Egypt. 

o Papyrus 4:3, 5:6, 6:12 - Forsooth, the children of princes are dashed against the walls. Forsooth, the 

children of princes are cast out in the streets. 

§ Exodus 12:29 - And it came to pass, that at midnight the Lord smote all the firstborn in the land of 

Egypt, from the firstborn of Pharaoh that sat on his throne unto the firstborn of the captive that was in 

the dungeon. 
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 Atomi Alexandra  to The knowledge of God leads to true scientific understanding 

December 17, 2015 ·  

In 1953 , molecular biologists James Watson and Francis Crick published a discovery that has drastically 

changed our scientific understanding of life. 

They had discovered the double -helical structure if DNA which contains encoded or "written" 

information making cells living libraries.  

This discovery oppened up a new era in molecular biology considering that information was the key 

factor in describing the intricate functionality of the cell. 

But why do cells need information ? Information requires design , an intelligent agency of some sort to 

generate and process functional data. 

Nearly all cells contain DNA . The human Genome allone contains approximately 3 billion chemical 

"rungs" - base pairs. 

In 1957 Crick proposed that the linear sequence in the chemical rungs form the coded instructions. 

Information can be processed in many ways and in the case of cells it us stored and processed 

chemically through DNA as the key compound. 

German scientist Bernd-Olaf Kuppers stated : 

" caried over the realm of human language the molecular text describing the construction of a bacterial 

cell would be the size of a thousand page book". 
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David Dreamer ( chemistry professor ) wrote : 

" one is struck by the complexity of even the simplest form of life ". 

To describe the writing in DNA as "molecular -genetic lamguage" is more than " mere metaphor " said 

Kuppers. 

" Like human language the molecular genetic language also posees a syntactic dinention". Put simply 

DNA has a "grammar" or a set of rules , that strictly regulates how it's instructions are composed and 

carried out"- Kuppers. 

The "words "and "sentences" in DNA make up the various " recipies" that direct the production of 

proteins and other substances that form the building blocks of various cells that make up the body. 

" The filament of DNA is information, a message written in a code of chemicals , one chemical for each 

letter. 

Even Richard Dawkins admits :" it is almost to good to be true , but the code turns out to be written in a 

way we can understand ". 

So the writing is there and you wonder how it got there? 

No one was there to directly observe how coded information was generated into the DNA molecule so 

we need to draw our own conclusions.  

One might say a Designer cannot possibly gain reality within the realm of empirical science but one 

should dig a little deeper and realize that such a conclusion is not at all speculative. 

~In 1999 fragments of very ancient pottery with unusual markings or symbols were found in Pakistan. 

The marks still remain undeciphred but nevertheless they are considered man -made. 

~ A few years after Watson and Crick the structure of DNA , two physicists proposed searching for coded 

radio signals from space and this the modern reaserchers for extraterrestriall intelligence had begun. 

The point is people attribute information to INTELLIGENCE ( some might admit it some might not makes 

no difference), no matter what form it takes. 

And yet at the site of the most complex and sophisticated code known to man some choose to leave 

aside all logic attributing DNA to mindless processes?? Some might even say that's reasonable When In 

fact this verry conclusion has no real basis within the realm of empirical science . 

Dr Gene Huang and professor Yan Der-Hsuuw seam to think otherwise. 

Randomism that produces intelligent outcomes and functional data does not have a basis in science . 

Hsuuw ( director of embryo reaserch at Taiwan National Pingtung University of Science and technology ) 

said :" " the right cells must be produced in the right order and at the right places . First they assemble 

into tissue that in turn will assemble themselves into limbs and organs. 

What engineer can even dream of writing instructions for such a process? Yet the instructions for 

embryo development are superbly written in DNA. When l consider the beauty of it all l am convinced 

that life was designed by God ". 

So why did the brightest minds that ever lived believed in an intelligent agent as the cause of functional 



information? Because all thinking people long for satisfying answers . 

Professor of neurology and psychiatry, Victor Frankl said :" Man's search for meaning is the primary 

motivation in his life ". 

Life has no meaningful dimension except  

the light of special creation so atheism dies even in philosophy. 

If the source is randomness than the outcome cannot account for any meaningful standard. :" lf the 

universe has no meaning we never should have found out it has no meaning "- S.C. Lewis 
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A recent archaeological find in Jerusalem gives us a personal look into the greatest king of Judah—
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Archeology Proves The Bible 

The discoveries of archaeology since the mid-1800s have demonstrated the reliability and plausibility of 

the Bible… 
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